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€ommonmeaItl) o( iMasBacljusette.

Pekkins Ikstitution and Mass. School for the Blini},

South Boston, Oct. 18, 1881.

To the Hon. Hexry B. Peirce, Secretary of State, Boston.

Dear Sir,— I have the honor to transmit to you, for the

use of the legislature, a cop}'- of the fiftieth annual report

of the trustees of this institution to the corporation thereof,

together with the usual accompanying documents.

Respectfully,

M. ANAGNOS,
Secretary/.
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PROCEEDINGS

AMUAL MEETING OF THE CORPOEATION.

Boston, October 12, 1881.

The meeting was called to order by the president,

Dr. Samuel Eliot, at 3 p.m.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were read by

the secretary, and declared approved.

The report of the trustees and that of the director

were presented, accepted, and ordered to be printed

with the usual accompanying documents.

The following preamble and resolutions, presented by

Mr. John S. Dwight, were unanimously passed :
—

" In view of the fact that this institution has now entered upon

the fiftieth year of its existence, and in accordance with the sug-

gestions contained in the annual report of the trustees, as well as

in the very interesting and instructive history of all that Europe

and America have done toward the education of the blind, to

which we have just listened from the director, it is hereby

''' Resolved, 1, that the semi-centennial anniversarj^ of the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind shall

be publicly- celebrated at the close of the current school year, in

June, 1882, b}' appropriate exercises, in which pupils, teachers,

graduates, and friends of the school shall take part in one of the

largest halls or theatres of the oMy.

'''•Resolved, 2, that the chair do here and now appoint three
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members of the corporation, who shall mature the plan, and have

charge of all the arrangements of the festival."

Messrs. Dwight, William F. Apthorp, and Samuel

M. Quincy, were appointed by the president to arrange

for the festival.

Mr. Dwight presented also the following resolution,

which was unanimously accepted :
—

" Resolved, that the corporation feels it a pleasant dut}', in the

name of the school, past and present, and of all friends of the

blind, to acknowledge a long-standing debt of gratitude to the

musical societies of Boston, which have j-ear after 3'ear freely ex-

tended to the pupils of this institution such abundant opportuni-

ties of hearing the best performances of what is best in music

;

and equallj' to the many individual artists who have sent them in-

vitations to their concerts, or have even sought them here in their

school home, and sung and played to them through many a de-

lightful evening in their own music-hall." [For the names of

societies and artists, see list of acknowledgments, pp. 121, 122 and

123.]

On motion of Mr. Samuel G. Snelling, the following

votes were unanimously passed :
—

" Voted, that the thanks of the corporation be hereby tendered

to the contributors to the printing fund, to whose kindness and

generosit}' the blind will be forever indebted ; and to the editors of

the leading newspapers for the efficient and disinterested aid

which the}' have so promptly and gratuitously- rendered.

" Voted, that further subscriptions be solicited to the amount of

thirtj'-eight thousand dollars, which will complete the sum of the

printing endowment asked for by the board of trustees."

All the officers of the past year were then re-elected,

with the exception of the treasurer, Mr. P. T. Jackson,

who expressed a wish to retire, and in whose place Mr.

Edward Jackson, his brother, was chosen.
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'
' Voted, that the thanks of the corporation be presented to the

retiring treasurer, Mr. P. T. Jackson, for the faithful discharge of

his duties, and for the interest which he has manifested in the

prosperity of the institution."

The following persons were afterwards added to the

list of the corporators by a unanimous vote : A. C.

Wheelwright, Benjamin P. Cheney, Edward H. Clement,

Samuel T. Cobb, Miss L. E. Hall, and Miss Eveline

A. Everett.

The meeting was then dissolved, and the members of

the corporation proceeded, with the mvited guests, to

visit the school and inspect the premises.

M. ANAGNOS,
Secretary.
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EEPOET OF THE TEUSTEES.

Perkins Institution and Mass. School for the Blind,

South Boston, Sept. 30, 1881,

To the Members of the Corporation:

Gentlemen^— The undersigned trustees respectfully

submit to your consideration their fiftieth annual re-

port for the financial year ending September 30, 1881.

This communication embraces a brief account of their

transactions and of the progress and present condition

of the school, and is accompanied by such documents as

are required by law and custom.

It is with a feeling of sincere pleasure that we pro-

ceed to place on record the events of the past year.

On no former occasion have circumstances so auspicious

attended the performance of this duty.

A high degree of prosperity has been enjoyed by the

institution. Its objects have been pursued with dili-

gence and success, and the state of its affairs is gen-

erally satisfactory.

The present total number of blind persons immedi-
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ately connected with the institution, in all its depart-

ments, as pupils, instructors, employes and work men

and women, is 162.

The health of the household has again been remark-

ably good, and it is a cause of much thankfulness that

neither any of the epidemic diseases which have been

prevalent in the community, nor death, have entered

the school.

Order and discipline have been admirably preserved

without resort to severe or harsh measures, and the

march of progress is observable in all the departments

of the institution.

In the management of the affau's of the school there

is a fixed and definite policy, which consists in adhering

to what is good, in improving what is imperfect, in

strengthening what is weak but useful, and in adopting

what is pointed out by the light of experience and

science as best adapted to the wants of the blind.

The trustees express themselves with entire approba-

tion with regard to the state of the school, the fidelity

and efficiency with which instruction has been imparted,

and the disposition and capacity of the greater portion

of the pupils to profit by it. They feel that a great

amount of good work has been accomplished, and that

the establishment has continued to dispense among the

blind of New England intelligence and culture, making

them diff'usive as sunshine, causing them to penetrate

into every hamlet and dwelling, and, like the vernal

sun, quickening into life the seeds of usefulness and

worth, wherever the prodigal hand of natiu-e may have

scattered them.
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Present State of the School.

The institution continues to be in a flourishing condi-

tion, and its influence and importance as the most ef-

fective agency for developing the caj)acities of the blind,

and enabUng them to become independent workers with

hand and brain, increase from year to year.

The estabUshment is provided with appliances and

apparatus of the most approved kind, and is well ap-

pointed in all its departments, which are so arranged

as to form a chister of fruitful branches to crown the

solid trunk of the parent tree.

The business of the school has been carried on in a

very satisfactory manner, and the results of its workings,

which have been witnessed from time to time during

the year by members of our board, have Ueen thorough

and solid. This was manifestly shown in the searching

examinations, and at the graduating exercises, which

were held at the close of the term in the music-hall of

the institution.

Few occasions could be more interesting and gratify-

ing than these exercises. They were attended by a

select and cultivated audience, and proved enjoyable in

every particular. The pupils showed careful training,

and proficiency in their Hterary studies and music ; and,

as one of the leading newspapers said, seemed to stand

quite on a par with seeing youth of the same age

;

the compositions and essays which they read displayed

excellent taste and good culture ; and their bearing and

appearance were everything that could be desired.

The interest of the occasion was enhanced by the

eloquent and appropriate remarks of the president of
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the corporation, Dr. Samuel Eliot (who presented the

diplomas to the graduates), Mrs. Julia Ward Howe,

Hon. A. W. Beard (collector of the port), Rev. Phillips

Brooks, D.D., Col. T. W. Higginson, and Mr. William

H. Baldwin.

Owing to the smallness of our hall, the invitations to

the exercises were limited to the benefactors and imme-

diate friends of the institution, and a large number of

eager applications for admission were necessarily re-

fused. This circumstance was certainly very disadvan-

tageous, and no one could regret it more deeply and

more sincerely than the authorities of the institution.

Finances.

The report of the treasurer, Mr. P. T. Jackson, which

is herewith submitted, shows the financial condition of

the institution to be very satisfactory.

It appears therefrom that the amount of cash on

hand Oct. 1, 1880, was,

On general fund .... .$1,22743

Total receipts during the year. . . 77,324 20

S78,551 63

Total expenditures 79,839 79

Balance due to the treasurer $1,288 16

To aid in a thorough examination of the financial

concerns of the establishment, the report of the treas-

urer is accompanied by an analysis of the steward's

accounts, which gives specific information in regard to

the principal articles consumed, their quality, and the

aggregate price paid for each.

The general work of the establishment has been di-

rected with discretion, and efficiency has been secured
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at a moderate cost. Wise foresight and system in all

things ; the utmost economy consistent with the health

and comfort of the household ; care to avoid losses, and

judicious expenditure of money, are items of paramount

importance in the management of the finances of the

institution, and have received constant and undivided

attention.

The accounts have been regularly audited at the end

of each month by a special committee appointed by our

board for the purpose, and have been found properly

cast and correctly kept.

The trustees take this opportunity of acknowledging

their great obligation to the treasurer of the corporation,

Mr. P. T. Jackson, for the diligence, courtesy and

promptness with which he has discharged his onerous

duties, and for the personal interest which he has shown

in the welfare and prosperity of the school.

Eepairs and Improvements.

The work of renovating the interior of the main

building, which was begun several years since, has been

carried a few steps forward during the summer vacation.

In the rotunda, the ceiling and walls have been

replastered, painted and decorated ; the old and dilapi-

dated doors and frames have been replaced by new ones

of hard wood; new marble tiles have been laid, and

the whole appearance of this part of the building has

been refreshed and greatly improved.

The large and small reception-rooms and the office

have been wainscotted with hard wood, replastered and

frescoed, and all. the doors, frames and blinds in the

same rooms renewed.
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One of the boys' sitting-rooms has undergone a simi-

lar process of renovation, and has been made as attrac-

tive as might be.

A tunnel has been constructed from the southern to

the northern end of the west wing of the building for

the purpose of running all the steam and water pipes

through it, and thus rendering them accessible for

examination and repairs.

Several other alterations and improvements of a

mmor character have been made during the past year

;

but the high price of labor and materials, and the want

of funds at our disposal, have compelled us to restrict

our operations in this dhection to a very small area,

and to undertake a great deal less than ought to have

been done.

A desirable piece of land of about forty-one thou-

sand square feet, adjacent to the lot on which our stable

and the workshop for adults stand, and facing Fifth

street, has been purchased at a reasonable price.

This land is a valuable addition to our grounds, and

will afford great facilities for the future development of

the institution. There is space enough upon it for the

reconstruction and re-arrangement of the workshop and

the printing-office, and for the erection of a kinder-

garten, or primary department, for such poor little chil-

dren as are too young to be received in a mixed school

like ours, and are wasting away under the rust of

neglect and the want of sufficient food and proper care

and training.
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Embossing Books for the Blind.

We take great pleasure in reporting that the work of

our printing department has been carried on during the

past year witli unusual vigor and on a larger scale than

heretofore, and that ten new books have been issued by

our press. At no previous period in the history of this

enterprise has such activity been exhibited, and so

much matter embossed in so short a time, as in the

course of the last eleven months.

Our publications have been mostly confined to two

series of selections from the works of British and

American authors : one of prose and the other of poetry.

The first of these series comprises Freeman's " Ele-

mentary History of Europe ;

" Huxley's " Introductory

Science Primer ;
" Goldsmith's " Vicar of Wakefield ;

"

Dickens's " Christmas Carol," with copious extracts from

the "Pickwick Papers;" and two volumes of brief

stories, sketches, and essays selected from the writings

of Hawthorne, Washington Irving, Longfellow, Whit-

tier, Holmes, Lowell, Thoreau and Emerson.

In the second series one volume is devoted to Pope's

works, two to Longfellow's, one to Tennyson's, and

one to Whittier's. In each of these four volumes, in

addition to a large number of the smaller favorite

poems, are included such masterpieces as the " Essay

on Man " and the " Rape of the Lock ; " " Evangehne
"

and the " Courtship of Miles Standish
;

" " In Memo-

riam," "Enoch Arden" and the "Lady of Shalott
;

"

" Snow-bound," " Among the Hills " and the " Hero."

A comprehensive biographical and critical sketch of

each author is prefixed to the selections from his works,
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Both of these series will be continued, and a number

of other books adapted to the wants of juvenile read-

ers, as well as to those of advanced pupils, are either in

preparation or in contemplation.

The first edition of Higginson's " History of the Uni-

ted States," which was printed and electrotyped at the

expense of a generous friend and benefactor of the

blind, was received with such eagerness and apprecia-

tion, that it was entirely exhausted, and a second one

has just been issued.

Through the generosity of Mr. Robert Treat Paine,

jun., we have in press a volume of Lowell's poems.

This is to be followed by selections from the works of

Holmes, Bryant, Emerson, Scott, Macaulay, Moore,

Byron, and others.

A collection of appliances and tools, which was

intended to be used in an establishment for embossing

books and manufacturing tangible apparatus for the

blind, was recently to be sold, and we took the oppor-

tunity of purchasing such of them as could be made

serviceable by alterations and improvements, effected at

a moderate additional expense.

Our printing department is now complete in all its

equipments, and supplied with ample facilities to do

good and steady work for many years to come.

The Printing Fund.

The necessity of a library, in the more positive and

permanent sense of the word, for the use of the blind

has been acknowledged since the organization of the

institution ; and the earnest efforts of Dr. Howe for the

multiplication of select books in embossed print were
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unwearied, and incessant. Great as was his success,

however, and generous as had been the response which

his enthusiastic exertions met with, the public mind was

hardly yet ripe for the idea of raising an adequate

endowment, the income of which should be sufficient to

render our printing department a perennial source of

happiness and improvement to the blind all over the

country.

For the attainment of this grand object, a movement

was inaugurated last winter, which, fostered by the

distribution of a large number of copies of a circular

issued by our press in raised print, and sustained by the

active sympathy and the disinterested aid of the leading

newspapers, resulted in the voluntary contribution of

about seven thousand dollars. The conjuncture seemed

an opportune one for the promotion of the cause, and

measures were taken to improve it.

On the 18th of March, a committee was appointed

to solicit subscriptions, to the amount of seventy-five

thousand dollars in addition to that which had already

been contributed, and on the first day of April an

appeal was made at a public meeting, which was held

for the purpose in Tremont Temple. This occasion

was in the highest sense characteristic of Boston, and

proved exceedingly interesting. His Excellency Gov-

ernor Long presided, and made the opening address,

and Rev. Phillips Brooks, Rev. E. E. Hale, Mrs. Julia

Ward Howe, Rev. A. A. Miner, Rev. F. M. Ellis, and

Rev. James Freeman Clarke presented in the most elo-

quent and impressive manner the wants and claims of

the blind, supported by an array of undisputed facts

which it may not be out of place to rehearse and sum

up in this connection.
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The cost of printing in relief very much exceeds that

of producing a book in the ordinary way. The fact

that the blind cannot obtain a copy of the Bible which

they can read for less than twenty dollars, while seeing

people pay from twenty-live to fifty cents for one, is a

striking illustration of this point. But, even if the

price of embossed books were not so high, there are

but very few sightless persons who are so favored with

the goods of this world as to be able to purchase them,

for blindness is usually begotten of poverty, and in

some instances it begets it. On the other hand, a little

reflection will convince us that they need books more

than we do.

The blind possess all the human attributes, and are

endowed with native capacities for improvement and

for enjoying the delights of nature. Their sentiments,

feelings, aff"ections, desires, ambitions, and aspirations

are identical with ours ; but a part of the objective

knowledge which ministers to all these, and which is

specially the legitimate product of the power of vit^ion,

is not so easily attainable in their case. The majestic

forms of the clouds, the colors of the rainbow, the plu-

mage of the bu'ds, the tints of the flowers, all the glad

outward world, the varieties of trees and plants, the

products of art, the wonders of nature, and the marvel-

lous creations of man's genius, so far as the physical

perceptions are concerned, fire a blank to the blind.

The dark veil which covers their eyes renders all the

vast wealth of information and the means of daily com-

fort and enjoyment which are derived from the mere

sight of natural objects inaccessible to them. Wher-

ever they go they carry with them their chamber of
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darkness and isolation. Their night is in many cases a

continuous one from the cradle to the grave. They

long, therefore, for intellectual light, for the means of

cheering their lonely hours, of lightening the burden

of their calamity, and of brightening their existence.

They pine and parch within a very short distance of the

fountain. Dr. Brooks has aptly likened the embossed

page to the " window through which the blind can look

upon the great world of wit and wisdom, poetiy and

science." But the supply of such publications as are

calculated to introduce into the mind of the blind,

through the tips of their fingers, a flood of light is

exceedmgly inadequate to the evident need. When
the strong and striking contrast between the library of

the sightless and that of the seeing is remembered, the

scantiness of the one is pathetic as compared with the

overflowing abundance of the other. One hundred

books stand on the shelves of our institution, some of

which are nearly worn out by constant use : three hun-

dred and ninety thousand on those of the public li-

brary of the city of Boston. In order to remedy this

inequality, and to provide the inestimable blessing for

the blind of an adequate library, we have brought their

case before the public, and have appealed for a fund of

seventy-five thousand dollars, which, added to previous

contributions and donations, would make the total

amount one hundred thousand dollars. The income of

this endowment will enable us to issue from ten to

twelve new books every year, and to place sets of them

in the leading libraries of New England and of all the

large cities of the union for free use, thus rendering

embossed publications as accessible to the sightless as

works in common print are to those who can see.
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Perhaps no feature in the whole history of the devel-

opment of the educational system for the blind is of

greater interest or more full of encouragement than the

generous spirit with which the plan of raising a per-

manent printing-fund was received by the community.

The energy, nay the enthusiasm, which this project has

awakened is only comparable to that benevolent activ-

ity which marked the beginnings of the first movement

in behalf of the blind, of which the present is the legiti-

mate outcome and continuation. Its spirit is indeed

precisely identical with that which prompted the early

efforts in this field of beneficence. The original instruc-

tors said :
" Give us light to clear these darkened paths."

To-day we say :
" Give us more oil to keep that light

burning." Like the perpetual lamp of the sanctuary,

it must not be suff"ered to go out for an instant ; and it

is our constant aim and desire to preserve its bright

flame. But no man can work alone and unaided, how-

ever sacred and important his task ; and the helping

hands which have been stretched forth to us have

brought the attainment of our object as near as could

be reasonably expected within so short a space of time.

Words fail to express the deep gratitude of the blind

towards these their generous benefactors ; but thek

brightened minds, like polished mirrors, will reflect,

through the far years, the goodness and beauty which

radiate towards them from the noble hearts of their

friends and well-wishers. To the beneficent kindness

of these munificent donors the projected library for the

blind will stand as a monument in perpetuity. We
may liken it to a grand column of light and wisdom

;

but the capital is still missing. Thirty-eight thousand
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dollars are wanting to complete it. Let us appeal once

more for this amount, hoping that the generous and

the benevolent of the community will respond readily

to the need of the blind, and will not deny to them the

whole loaf of that bread of intellectual life for which

they ask.

Work Department for Adults.

A fair amount of work has been done in this depart-

ment during the past year, but its financial condition is

still far from satisfactory.

The receipts from all sources, from the first day of

October, 1880, to the 30th of September, 1881, have

amounted to $14, 118. 41, being more by $175.34 than

those of the previous year.

The expenses for materials, labor, and all other items

have been |15,658.69.

Thus the balance on the wrong side of the sheet is

$1,186.33, whereas the sum of $990.03 was paid out of

the treasury of the institution the previous year.

The number of blind persons employed in this depart-

ment was 19 ; and the amount paid in cash to them, as

wages for their work, was $3,435.03, or $248.31 more

than in 1880.

This department was never designed as a source of

income to the institution. Its main object is to assist

adult blind persons in deriving support from their own

industry, by providing them with more regular work

than they would be able to obtain by their own indi-

vidual efforts. This laudable end has been persistently

pursued amidst great and discouraging difficulties, and

a number of respectable men and women have been
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rescued from the grasp of poverty and the degradation

of dependence upon alms.

But this department is far from being self-sustaining

:

on the contrary, it has for many years entailed a heavy

loss upon the institution ; and we feel again constrained

to request our fellow-citizens to come to our relief by

increasing their patronage, and extending orders for

goods made in our workshops, which we warrant to be

such as they are represented in every respect.

Exhibits of the Work of the Institution.

The fine exhibit of articles of fancy-work, books in

raised print, and educational appliances, sent last year

to the world's fair at Melbourne, Australia, has re-

ceived due notice, and we are informed that a medal

has been awarded to the institution. This new mark of

approbation is quite gratifying, and bears witness to the

spirit of progress and improvement which permeates

the various departments of the establishment.

We have also another exhibit at the Mechanics' Fair

this year, which is presided over by one of the gradu-

ates of the school. It represents the work of the insti-

tution in several of its branches ; and comprises mat-

tresses, pillows, door-mats, cushions, specimens of

embossed books issued by our press, maps in relief, and

fancy-work from the girls' department, ranging all the

way from fine lace to hammocks and Indian baskets.

The whole makes an attractive display.

Semi-centennial Anniversary.

The institution entered upon the fiftieth year of its

organization in August last, and with the close of the
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present school session will occur the first semi-centen-

nial anniversary of its existence.

The time which has elapsed since then has seen

wondrous changes ; and in no instance more remarkable

than in the matter of the education of the blind. The

little band of six pupils first gathered together by Dr.

Howe, in his father's house on Pleasant street, has

expanded into whole ranks and files of pupils, gradu-

ates and candidates. Useful blind citizens have finished

their honored career and gone to their graves. Young

children are constantly coming to us for the first rudi-

ments of education. Music teachers, tuners of piano-

fortes, mechanics, men of business, trained and fitted

for the efficient practice of their respective professions

and arts under the fostering care of the school, ply

their avocations actively in all the towns and villages of

New England. The timid blind child, hardly trusting

his feet to move alone, or his hands to trace the first

letters of the al]3habet, to-day walks among us as the

self-poised, self-dependent man, managing his own

aff'au's, assisting in those of others, scorning the idea of

being a recipient of alms, helpful, respected, intelligent

and industrious.

In looking over the annals of the institution, and

recounting the changes through which it has passed

and the work it has accomplished, we cannot but see

that it has been to the blind of New England what the

heart is to the human body,— the centre and source of

their mental vitality and power, the spot from which

the young, fresh, and bright stream of intellectual and

moral light is distributed in every direction to strengthen

their character, awaken their dormant powers, and illu-

mine their darkened path in life.
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The report of the director, which is herewith submit-

ted, instead of being confined to a review of the work

of the past year, with suggestions for changes and

improvements, is mostly devoted to a brief historical

sketch of the origin, rise and progress of the science

of the education of the blind, from the earliest times to

this day. As the present is the fiftieth report of the in-

stitution,— the first one having been issued in the form

of an address a few months after its organization,— the

occasion seems eminently suitable for such an account.

We trust that the corporation will also take the

necessary measures to celebrate the semi-centennial anni-

versary of the establishment at the close of the school

year in a fitting manner.

Closing Kemarks.

Before taking leave of the corporation, we would fain

express our conviction that the institution is success-

fully performing the work assigned to it, as one of the

agencies which have for their object the weal of hu-

manity, and that it deserves the confidence, sympathy

and support of the community. As regards the number

of those who are benefited by it, and the degree of

relief which their affliction receives from its ministra-

tions, there is, in our opinion, no manifestation of

benevolence more striking, and no enterprise of philan-

thropy more important, than that Avhich raises the blind

to a participation in the enjoyments and responsibilities

of life.

It is gratifying to remark that the spkit which seems

to prevail everywhere in the establishment is that of a

well-ordered and harmonious home, and that the end
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kept in view by its management is to supply to the

pupils those kindly domestic influences which are so

important in the education of youth. The school is

particularly fortunate in having its work carried on by a

band of teachers and officers highly qualified for the

performance of the duties of their respective places.

The general improvement made under their care and

exertions is not a mere sign of spasmodic activity, but a

solid manifestation of the steady application of a well-

conceived and matured j^lan.

Conscious that the duties devolving upon our board

have been faithfully discharged, we gladly invite exami-

nation and criticism of our administration of the affairs

of the institution.

In conclusion, we would tender our thanks and grate-

ful acknowledgments to the legislative bodies of Massa-

chusetts and the other states of New England, and to

all who have afforded their assistance and cooperation

in the promotion of the great cause of the education of

the blind.

All which is respectfully submitted by

ROBERT E. APTPIORP,

JOHN S. DWIGHT,
JOSEPH B. GLOVER,
J. THEODORE HEARD,
HENRY LEE HIGGINSON,
JAMES H. MEANS,
ROBERT TREAT PAINE, Jun.,

EDWARD N. PERKINS,
SAMUEL M. QUINCY,
SAMUEL G. SNELLING,
JAMES STURGIS,

GEORGE W. WALES,
• Trustees.
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THE EEPOET OF THE DIRECTOR.

To THE Trustees.

Gentlemen^— With the revolution of another year, it

has again become my duty to submit to your board a

report of the progress and present condition of the insti-

tution, touching incidentally upon such topics as may

be germane to the education of the blind.

It is a pleasant and encouraging task to review the

work of the past year, for it shows a steady progress in

its character and a preponderance of good in its results.

The method of conducting the affairs of the institu-

tion, the daily routine of its internal life, the system of

instruction, and the general principles upon which the

physical, intellectual and moral training of the pupils

is based, although modified and improved in some of

their details, have, in the main, been preserved the

same as heretofore.

The house has been kept in good condition ; the

pupils have been properly cared for ; and additional

facilities, of more or less importance, for the efficient

prosecution of our work, have been introduced in nearly

every department of the establishment.

Progress in knowledge, good order, happiness and

contentment, resulting from a judicious division of their

time into hours of study and practice, labor and amuse-
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ment, exercise and rest, is noticeable among the schol-

ars, and may be considered as the legitimate fruit of the

well-matured plans and earnest endeavors of the teach-

ers and officers of the institution.

Increased experience in our work stimulates our

energies and quickens our zeal for its more thorough

and satisfactory performance. Full well we know that

we are far from having reached the highest attainable

point ; and yet we cannot but hope that the amount of

positive good gained, and of evil removed, through the

agency of the school from year to year, is steadily

increasing. A mere repetition, however, in a perfunc-

tory fashion, of what has hitherto been done, or the

performance of approximately the same work in a some-

what better manner, is not sufficient. In order to

advance the cause of the education of the blind, and

bring it within the limits indicated by science and pre-

scribed by the nature of their case, we must strive to

overcome more difficulties, and to surmount every obsta-

cle that can be reached by human perseverance.

Number of Inmates.

The total number of blind persons connected with

the various departments of the institution at the begin-

ning of the past year, as teachers, pupils, employes, and

work men and women, was 156. There have since been

admitted 27; 21 have been discharged, making the

present total number 162. Of these, 114 are in the

school proper, and 18 in the workshop for adults.

The first class includes 128 boys and girls, enrolled

as pupils, 13 teachers, and 3 domestics. Of the pupils

there are now 109 in attendance; 19 being temporarily
5
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absent on account of iUness, or from various other

causes.

The second class comprises 14 men and 4 women,

employed in the industrial department for adults.

The number of pupils is rapidly increasing. There

never were so many young children, and particularly

little ghls, received at the beginning of any previous

school session as this year. Most of them seem to be

quite intelligent and promising, while in a few cases the

disease which has caused the loss of sight has under-

mined the constitution and weakened the mental facul-

ties.

Sanitary Condition.

It is a source of great jDleasure to be able to report

again that during the past year the school has not been

visited by death, and that the members of the household

have been entirely free from epidemic or other diseases.

We are, no doubt, greatly indebted to the salubrity

of the location of the institution for the general preva-

lence of health, which is the more remarkable from the

fact that many of our inmates are victims of scrofula,

or have a predisposition to some form of disease, often,

perhaps, that which originally caused theii- blindness.

But regularity of living, wholesomeness of diet, a

proper regard to personal habits, and prompt attention

to ordinary ailments, together with exercise in the open

air and under shelter, serve in many cases to mitigate or

remove these tendencies, and conduce to the good meas-

ure of health which our pupils enjoy, as well as to their

success in their various pursuits.
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Scope of the Education of the Blind.

" Sightless to see and judge through judgment's e3'es,

To make four senses do the work of five,

To arm the mind for hopeful enterprise,

Are lights to him who doth in darkness live."

These words of an old poet concisely express and

strikingly set forth the object of the education of the

blind. They show the nature of its work and the ex-

tent of its scope. They indicate that it should be

broad in its aims, comprehensive in its purposes, and

thorough in its character.

A system for the efficient and proper training of the

blind, in order to be successful and productive of good

results, should be adapted to the special requirements

of their case, and calculated to meet the exigencies

resulting from their affliction, and to promote the full

development of their remaining faculties and the har-

monious growth of their powers. It should constitute

a sort of physical, intellectual and moral gymnasium,

preparatory for the great struggle in the arena of life,

and should include that finishing instruction as members

of society which SchiUer designated as the " education

of the human race," consisting of action, conduct, self-

culture, self-control,— all that tends to discipline a man

truly, and fit him for the proper performance of his

duties and for the business of life. A mere literary

drill, or any exclusive and one-sided accomplishment,

cannot do this for the blind. It will prove insufficient

and incomplete at its best. Bacon observes, with his

usual weight of words, that " studies teach not their

use ; but there is a wisdom without them and above
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them, won by observation
;

" and all experience serves

to illustrate and enforce the lesson, that a man perfects

himself by work blended with reading ; and that it is

life elevated by literature, action quickened by study,

and character strengthened by the illustrious examples

of biography, which tend perpetually to purify and

renovate mankind.

A brief review of the work of the various depart-

ments of the institution will show that neither efforts

nor any means within our reach have been spared to

" arm the mind of the blind for hopeful enterprise," to

equip them well to make a successful struggle with the

odds that are against them, and to enable them to grap-

ple resolutely with the difficulties opposing their ad-

vancement to usefulness and independence.

Literary Department.

The work of this department has been carried on

with earnestness and success ; and its present condition

is highly satisfactory.

The course of instruction marked out some time

since has been followed, during the past year, steadily

and with satisfactory results.

The progress made by the pupils in their respective

studies is generally commendable, and attests their dili-

gence and application, as well as the skill and fidelity of

then- teachers.

No means have been spared during the past year to

render the school efficient in its workings, progressive

in its methods, well supplied with apparatus for tangible

illustration, and complete in its curriculum.

The instruction of our teachers has been mostly given
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in the form of direction, rather than in that of

didactics. They have taken care that the natural ac-

tivity of the scholars should have an opportunity for

free exercise.

Mechanical teaching has been persistently avoided

;

and the system of requiring the pupils to commit stol-

idly to memory the contents of text-books, to recite

meaningless rules glibly, and to learn crude and obscure

statements of abstract theories and wordy definitions by

heart, has no place whatever in our school. On the

contrary, the time is devoted to the nurture of the intel-

lectual faculties, to the development of the mental

powers from which ideas are born, and to the acquisi-

tion of those great truths which relate to the happiness

of the human race and to the general welfare of man-

kind.

In the primary departments of the school the educa-

tional processes have been preeminently objective, syn-

thetic, inductive, and experimental ; while in the ad-

vanced divisions they have been subjective and analytic

as well,— deductive as well as inductive, and philoso-

phical as well as experimental. In the high classes, a

broad and deep foundation has been laid for future

achievement. Here the pupils have attained a good

degree of scholarship and culture, which increases the

strength and fertilizes the resources of their mind.

Here they have been taught how to command their

powers and direct their energies. Here they have been

furnished with all available facilities to prepare them-

selves for a useful career in life.

I am exceedingly sorry to be obliged to report that

the corps of teachers has not preserved its integrity

;
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but that two changes have occurred in it during the

past year. Miss S. L. Bennett, having found, after a

few weeks' rest, that her strength was not sufficiently

restored to enable her to discharge her duties efficiently

and conscientiously, felt obliged to decline a re-appoint-

ment, and Miss Cora A. Newton, of Fayville, a graduate

of the State Normal School at South Framingham, was

elected to fill her place. Miss M. L. P. Shattuck re-

signed a few weeks before the commencement of the

term to accept the principalship of the training-school

for girls at Haverhill, and Miss Julia R. Gilman, a lady

of long experience and devotion to our work, was pro-

moted as first teacher in the boys' department. Miss

Annie E. Carnes, of Attleborough, a graduate of the

State Normal School at Bridgewater, was appointed to

fill the vacancy created by this promotion.

Kindergarten and Object-teaching.

The blind usually experience great difficulty, not only

in getting a clear idea of things from mere descriptions,

but in obtaining, by feeling, correct notions of the forms

of objects to which they have not been accustomed ; and

this is a serious drawback to their acquiring much valu-

able and practical information. This difficulty arises

not from any general defect in their powers of sensation,

— for these are in the majority of cases not in the least

aff'ected by the causes which produce blindness,— but

rather from the want of a special and thorough training

of the sense of touch.

To remedy this important evil as far as we may, and

at the same time to awaken and exercise the powers of

observation, comparison, combination, invention, mem-
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ory, reflection and action, the kindergarten system and

object-teaching have been found among the best and

most efficient auxiliaries ; and both have received due

and earnest attention in our school.

The means and appliances for carrying out these

methods of instruction and training successfully in all

their details have not been wanting, and an impetus

has been given in most branches of study for acquiring

knowledge from tangible objects rather than from mere

abstract descriptions.

Thanks to the kindness and generosity of the Misses

Garlalid and Weston, one of our advanced scholars. Miss

Annie E. Poulson, was permitted and encouraged to go

through the regular course in their excellent normal

training kindergarten, where she graduated, and has

since aided very materially in perfecting the system

already introduced by Miss Delia Bennett in the gii'ls'

department.

The workings of the system in our school have been

most beneficent. Children who seemed entirely help-

less, and had no command whatever of their hands,

have been roused to energy and activity by the agency

of the kindergarten. Through the simple but interest-

ing and attractive occupations of block-building, weav-

ing, embroidery, moulding in clay, and the like, they

have acquired a great degree of muscular elasticity and

manual dexterity, which assists them in tracing on the

maps with alacrity, in deciphering the embossed print

easily, in tying the strings of their shoes neatly, in

stringing beads promptly, in using their needle adeptly,

and in doing a number of things readily which they

would have felt unable to undertake without this train-
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ing. Modelling is particularly beneficial to the blind:

it helps them, to acquire a more or less correct idea of

forms of various kinds, which it is almost impossible for

them to obtain by the mere handling of objects.

Kindergarten work may thus be likened to the exer-

cises given to beginners in music, which prepare the

student for rendering difficult pieces more brilliantly

;

and no training of primary classes of blind children can

attain a high degree of efficiency without its assistance.

Music Department.

Steady advancement has marked this important

branch of our school, and a great amount of practical

work has been accomplished in it during the past year.

Music has been taught in all its branches both theo-

retically and practically ; and its refining and elevating

influence has been seen in the taste and inclinations of

those of our pupils who hav.e entered into its study

with an earnest desu'e to overcome difficulties and be

benefited by it.

The usual course of instruction has been continued

during the past year, with such alterations and improve-

ments as have seemed necessary ; and the piano, har-

mony, counterpoint and composition, class and solo

singing, the church and reed organ, flute, clarinet,

cornet, and various other wind instruments, have all

been taught by competent and patient teachers, and

with satisfactory results.

Two new reed organs have been recently purchased,

and all the instruments in our collection have keen kept

in good repair and sound condition.

There has been no want of appreciation of the inter-
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nal means and facilities afforded by the institution for

making good musicians and efficient teachers of our

pupils ; and those among them who are gifted with

special talent, and possess such general mental ability

as is essential for the attainment of excellence in any

profession, advance rapidly and give promise of success

in their career. But it cannot be too strongly stated

or too often repeated that an exclusive and absorbing

devotion to music, to the neglect of other branches

of education, does an in'calculable amount of mischief

among the blind. It dwarfs their mind, disturbs the

harmony of their development, contracts their intellec-

tual horizon, undermines their nervous system, stunts

their physical growth, narrows their sympathies, and

renders them unfit for the duties and amenities of life.

Illiteracy among musicians is becoming so palpable and

crying an evil everywhere, thwarting and degrading

their art, that a number of distinguished men in Eng-

land have recently organized themselves into an associa-

tion for the purpose of promoting intellectual education

among those who follow the study of the " accord of

sweet sounds ; " and there is no class of people whose

success as music teachers and performers depends in so

great a measure upon the degree of mental discipline

which they have attained at school, and the breadth of

theii' general knowledge, as that of the blind. With

them professional skiU, however perfect it may be in

itself, will not find full scope for display unless it be

accompanied by those accomplishments with which every

musician ought to adorn his intellect, and enhanced by

those moral beauties and graces which embellish the

character.
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Besides the means for thorough instruction and prac-

tice afforded at the institution, external opportunities

for the cultivation and refinement of the musical taste

of the pupils, and the development of their artistic

sense, have been eagerly sought and amply enjoyed.

Owing to the kindness of the officers and members of

the leading musical societies of Boston, to the proprie-

tors of theatres, the managers of public entertainments,

and also to a long chain of eminent musicians in the

city,— the names of all of whom will be printed in the

list of acknowledgments,— our scholars have continued

to be generously permitted to attend the finest concerts,

rehearsals, operas, oratorios, recitals, and the .like, and

have also been favored with many exquisite perform-

ances given in our own hall. The week beginning with

the thirtieth of January and ending with the fifth of

February was in this respect remarkable. Our pupils

had the daily opportunity of enjoying one or two con-

certs of a high order. On Sunday evening they heard

Mozart's " Requiem," and Beethoven's " Mount of

Olives," by the Handel and Haydn society. On Mon-

day evening they attended a concert by ]\Ir. Georg

Henschel, in Tremont Temple. On Tuesday afternoon

they were invited to an organ recital in the same place

;

and in the evening they had a musical entertainment in

our own hall, given by M. A. De Seve, the violinist,

and M. Otto Bendix, pianist, with the assistance of Miss

Sarah Winslow, Mrs. H. T. Spooner, and Miss Daisy

Terry, of Rome. On Wednesday evening they attended

the Euterpe concert. On Thursday afternoon they

heard the Harvard symphony concert, and in the even-

ing had another interesting entertainment in our hall.
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given by Mr. George Parker, of King's chapel, and

Dr. and Mrs. Fenderson, of South Boston. On Friday

afternoon they were invited to a concert of the New
England conservatory, and in the evening to one of the

Apollo club. On Saturday evening they attended Mr.

Arthur Foote's piano recital. This was, of course, an

avalanche of opportunities of uncommon occurrence ;

but I am sure that there is no city in the whole civil-

ized world in which the blind enjoy one-half of the

advantages which are so liberally bestowed upon our

scholars by the musical organizations of Boston.

Tuning Department.

The art of tuning pianofortes was introduced into this

institution a few years after its organization as a lucra-

tive employment for the blind ; and as early as 1837 the

trustees were able to announce, in their fifth annual

report, that the pupils were prepared to keep instru-

ments in order, by the year, at a reasonable rate, and

that their " work was warranted to give satisfaction to

competent judges."

Experience has since confirmed the value of the

tuning department as one of the most important

branches in our system of training ; and it has re-

ceived all the attention which its practical aim and

useful purposes merit.

The instruction given in this department during the

past year has been as thorough and systematic as here-

tofore, and the results have been quite satisfactory.

The pupils have had excellent opportunities for a

careful study and steady practice of the art of tuning

;

and those of the graduates who have mastered it in all
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its details meet with favor and encouragement from the

pubHc, and are, as a whole, successful.

It is a matter of congratulation that the care of the

pianofortes in the public schools — one hundred and

thirty in number— has again for the fifth time been

entrusted to the tuning department of this institution.

The confidence which this charge implies aids to

strengthen our tuners in the good opinion of the pub-

lic, and by so doing ensures to them an increased and

extended patronage throughout the community. Their

work is in all cases most carefully and satisfactorily

executed, and draws forth encomiums from their em-

ployers, as well as from some of the best musicians in

the city, which show that they are worthy of the trust

reposed in their ability and skill.

Orders for tuning are coming in continually from

some of the best and most intelligent families in Boston

and the neighboring towns, and are invariably attended

to with promptitude and despatch.

Technical Department.

" Other creatures all day long

Rove idle, unemplo3'ed, and less need rest

;

Man hath his dailj' work of bodj^ or mind

Appointed, which declares his dignity

And the regard of Heaven on all his waj's."

Milton.

This department continues to perform its important

part in our system of education, both as an essential

element in enlarging the sphere of the activities of the

blind and as an agent in training them in habits of

industry and in the practice of useful handicraft.
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As has been often stated in these reports, the influ-

ence of manual labor is of inestimable value to all men,

but most especially to the blind. It promotes physical

strength and soundness of health. It induces confi-

dence in the use of their bodily powers, and indepen-

dence of character. It prevents ihem, in the midst of

the mental exercises required of them, from underesti-

mating the practical needs of life. While their studies

add to theu' intelligence, increase their social accom-

plishments, and dignify their calling, patient and daily

labor wiU prove the real source of their material pros-

perity. Moreover, experience has proved that pupils

who are occupied a part of the day with books in the

schoolroom, and the remainder with tools in the work-

shop, or with practice on the piano or in singing, make

about as rapid intellectual progress as those of equal

ability who spend the whole time in study and recita-

tion.

For these reasons the work has been carried on dur-

ing the past year in both branches of the technical

department with the same earnestness as heretofore,

and with equally satisfactory results.

1.
'— Workshop for the Boys.

The pupils in this branch of the industrial depart-

ment have been carefully trained during the past year

in the elements of handicraft, and have worked at the

usual trades with more or less success, which is attain-

able in proportion to the natural activity and aptitude

of the learner.

Instruction has been given in a simple and practical

way, and the boys have been made to feel that, from
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the moment that they are able to use their hands skil-

fully and manufacture a few plain articles, they enter

into the sphere of real business. Moreover, they are

constantly taught, by precept and example, that practical

industry, wisely and vigorously applied, always produces

its due effects, and that it carries a man onward, brings

out his individual character, and stimulates others to a

like activity.

Several of the advanced pupils,— in whose case some

handicraft seemed to be the chief reliance for self-main-

tenance,— after ha\dng learned the rudiments of uphol-

stery in. the juvenile department, have devoted most of

then- time to the practice of making mattresses in the

workshop for adults, under the immediate care of one

of the experienced journeymen.

J/.— Workrooms for the Girls.

It affords me great pleasure to report that a higher

degree of efficiency has been attained in this branch of

industry during the past year than ever before, and

that particular pains have been taken to render the

workrooms attractive and useful.

The girls have been taught to sew and knit, both by

hand and machine, and have given much attention to

various kinds of fancy-work. The articles manufactured

by them indicate a degree of skill, taste and thorough-

ness which does honor to their teacher and credit to

themselves. Perhaps the specimens which represent

the work of our pupils in the Mechanics' Fair this year

are among the finest ever produced.

The art of making Indian baskets of different sizes

and forms has aeain received as much attention as the
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private affairs of an experienced instructress permitted

her to devote to it. It is hoped that some of our ad-

vanced scholars Avill soon have a fair opportunity to

master this trade.

Our girls have continued to take turns in the lighter

household work, and a few of them have received such

special training in the domestic circle as to be able to

become liseful to themselves and helpful to others in

this dkection in after-life.

Department of Physical Training.

During the past year our system of physical training

has been improved and perfected in many of its details,

and has been carried on with unusual efficiency and

precision.

In addition to the out-door exercise at the end of

every hour in the day, the pupils, divided into six

classes, have repaii-ed regularly to the gymnasium at

fixed times, and, under the direction of discreet and

competent teachers, have gone through a systematic and

progressive course of gymnastics.

These exercises, although mild in character and

rather limited in some respects, are of sufficient force

and variety to ensure the energetic movement of the

muscles, and facilitate the vital process of the destruc-

tion and renovation of the tissues of the body, which it

is the object of physical training to accomplish. They

consist of calisthenics, swinging, jumping, marching,

military drill, and the like, and are calculated to give

strength to the muscles, elasticity to the limbs, supple-

ness to the joints, erectness of carriage, and above all,

and with infinitely greater force than all, to promote
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the expansion of those parts of the body, and stimulate

the activity of those of its organs, upon the heakh and

fail' conformation of which happiness and success are in

a great measure dependent.

Experience and daily observation enable me to state

confidently that, as the result and legitimate reward of

a strict adherence to our system of physical training, a

class of children will leave us loftier in stature, firmer

in structure, faker in form, and better able to perform

the duties and bear the burdens of life.

Collections of Tangible Objects, Library, etc.

The eff"orts to increase our collections of tangible

objects and apparatus of various kinds, and to multiply

' the books both in raised and ordinary print, have con-

tinued during the past year without relaxation, and our

shelves have been enriched by many new additions.

The most important of these consist in a complete set

of Auzoux's botanical models, several of his other ana-

tomical preparations, and in a large supply of stuff'ed

animals, bu'ds, fishes, shells, specimens of woods and

plants, fossils, and many curiosities which are calculated

to interest our children, and stimulate their minds to

inquuy and the examination of external things.

The total number of tangible objects of various kinds

in our collection is about 1,261. Of these, 501 haA^e

been procured during the past year. I avail myself of

this opportunity to express my high appreciation of the

kindness of many friends of the blind,who have volun-

teered to assist them in this du-ection. I am especially

indebted to one of our graduates. Mr. Clement Ryder,

of Chelsea, whose valuable contributions to our little
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museum include, among numerous other things, three

fine albatrosses.

The present total number of volumes in our library

is 5,383. Of these, 793— 450 in common and 343 in

raised print— have been obtained during the past year.

Most of these books have been selected with care, and

are not only tastefully but substantially bound.

Education of the Blind.

Historical Sketch of its Origin, Rise and Progress.

The institution has now entered upon the last year

of its first semi-centennial ; and it seems fitting to give

in the present, its fiftieth report, an outline of the his-

tory of its origin, rise and progress.

But, in order to take a comprehensive view of the

work of the education of the blind, it will be necessary

to glance at the springs of its original inception in

France, to go back to the early stages of its develop-

ment, and to trace the course of the marvellous stream

of beneficence, which has transformed a desolate wilder-

ness into a fair and blooming garden.

The present sketch will therefore treat concisely of

the following topics :
—

First, of the general condition of the blind in the

past, and the neglect formerly endured.

Second, of the early attempts at their education made

in different countries.

Third, of the organization of the Paris school by

Valentin Haiiy.

Fourth, of the establishment of similar institutions in

Great Britain and on the continent of Europe.
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Fifths of the foundation and development of the New
England institution.

Sixth, of the education and training of Laura Bridg-

man ; and,

Seventh, of the establishment of schools for the blind

throughout the United States of America.

A brief comparison of the distinctive features of the

systems of instruction and training for the blind in this

country and in Europe will bring this sketch to a close.

/.— Conditio7i of the Blind in the Past.

History has preserved sundry particulars regarding

blind persons who have of themselves acquired great

knowledge in various branches of learning, and won

distinction in science, literature and art ; but these

were phenomenal cases,— mere shooting stars on the

horizon of deep darkness, ignorance and neglect. The

great mass of this afflicted class were everywhere mere

objects of charity, which, however wisely it may be ad-

ministered, wounds the spuit while it soothes the flesh.

From Bartimeus to Lesueur— the first pupil of Haiiy

— the blind were left' to procure a precarious subsist-

ence by begging at the entrance of the temples, in the

churchyards, or by the wayside. Their infirmity was

considered a sufficient cause to prevent them from par-

ticipating in the activities of life, and from enjoying the

blessings of instruction or the benefits of industry.

Discouraged by the apparent incapacity of the blind,

men shrank from the task of endeavoring to combat the

ills which their affliction had entailed upon them, and

to rescue them from the evils of idleness and the hor-

rors of intellectual darkness. They were even allowed,
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at times, to become the objects of harsh and inhuman

pastimes in the hands of ignorant and vicious people.

The following instance may give some idea of the con-

dition and treatment of the blind during the fifteenth

century :
—

In the month of August, 1425, under the reign of

Charles VII., four blind men, cased in full armor and

provided with clubs, were placed in a fenced square of

the Hotel d'Armagnac with a large hog, which was to

be the prize of whoever should kill it. The struggle

having begun, the poor sightless creatures, in endea-

voring to hit the animal, struck each other with such

violence that, but for their armor, they would certainly

have killed each other. With this cruel sport the

savage and unfeeling spectators were much diverted.

It is curious that a pagan and uncivilized nation

should have set a good example to enlightened chris-

tians in this respect. It is stated, in Charlevoix's his-

tory, that in Japan the blind were long ago made to

fill a comparatively useful sphere. The government

kept a large number of them in an establishment, and

their business was to learn the history of the empire

through all the remote ages, to arrange it systematic-

ally by chapter and verse in their memories, and to

transmit it from generation to generation, thus forming

a sort of perennial walking and talking library of use-

ful historical knowledge.

ft

II.— Earlij Attempts at the Education of the Blind.

During the sixteenth century, thoughtful and benevo-

lent men sought to devise processes for the instruction

of the blind, but with no great success. Several un-
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fruitful attempts were also made in the early part of

the seventeenth century to prepare some sort of books

for them, both in engraved and raised letters. Among

others, JerSme Cardan had conceived that it would be

possible to teach the blind to read and write by means

of feeling, and cited, in support of this view, several

facts reported by Erasmus.

The first book which called attention to the condition

and miseries of the blind was published in Italy, in

1646. It was written by one of the learned sons of

that favored country, in the form of a letter addressed

from S. D. C. to Vincent Armanni, and was printed in

Italian and French under the title II cieco afflitto e con-

solato ; or, L'aveugle oj^ige et console.

In 1670, padre Lana Terzi, a Jesuit of Brescia, who

had previously devoted a few pages to the education of

the deaf, published a treatise on the instruction of the

blind.

Jacques Bernouilli, being at Geneva in 1676, taught

Mademoiselle Elizabeth Waldkuxh, who had lost her

sight two months after birth, to read ; but he did not

make known the means which he employed.

Dr. Burnet, bishop of Salisbury, gives, in his " Jour-

ney in Switzerland," a detailed account of Mademoiselle

Walkier, of Schaffhousen, whose eyes had been burned

when she was a year old. She spoke five languages,

and was a theologian, a philosopher, and a good musi-

cian. This young person had learned to ^rite by

means of hollow characters cut in wood, which she at

first passed over with a pointed iron. She had after-

wards made use of a pencil, and finally, when Bishop

Bui-net was at Schaffhousen, in October, 1685, he saw

her write very rapidly and very correctly.
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Two years later appeared Locke's famous " Essay on

the Human Understanding," in which was discussed the

problem proposed to him by Molyneux,— a scholarly

writer and member of the Irish parliament,— whether

a person blind from his birth would, upon being sud-

denly restored to sight, be able to distinguish, by his

eyes alone, a globe from a cube, the difference between

which he had previously recognized by feeling 1 The

question was answered in the negative, both by the

author of the essay and by his " learned and worthy

friend."

In 1703, Leibnitz took up the subject, and his con-

clusions were at variance with those of Locke and

Molyneux.

A few years later, that sightless mathematical won-

der, Nicholas Saunderson, appeared on the literary

horizon of England, and made such advances in the

higher departments of science, that he was appointed,

" though not matriculated at the university," on the

recommendation of Sir Isaac Newton, to fill the chair

which a short time previous had been occupied by him-

self at Cambridge. Expounding from the depths of

the eternal night in which he lived the most abstruse

points of the Newtonian philosophy, and especially the

laws of optics, or the theory of solar refraction, and

communicating his ideas with unequalled perspicuity

and precision, he filled his audience with surprise, and

became the object of general admiration.

In 1729, while Saunderson was still at the zenith of

his fame at Cambridge (having just been created doc-

tor of laws by a mandate of George II.), Locke's

answer to Molyneux's problem was receiving confirma-
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tion from the experience of a boy blind from birth,

whom Cheselden, the celebrated anatomist, had success-

fully couched for cataracts and restored to perfect sight

at the age of thirteen. This youth was not able at

first to recognize by vision the objects which were most

familiar to his touch. It was long before he could

discriminate by his eye between his old companions, the

family cat and dog, dissimilar as such animals appear

to us in color and conformation. Being ashamed to

ask the oft-repeated question, he was observed one

day to pass his hand carefully over the cat, and then,

looking at her steadfastly, to exclaim, " So, puss, I shall

know you another time." This case, the most remark-

able of the kind, faithfully detailed by the surgeon him-

self in No. 402 of the "Philosophical Transactions," led

to similar experiments afterwards, the conclusions of

which did not differ essentially from those of Locke.

The spirit of free inquiry, which had been unchained

in the preceding centuiy, having passed by a natural

transition from expatiation in the regions of taste and

abstract philosophy into those of social science and

human life, became bold and restless, longing for

greater triumphs than those achieved heretofore. The

French savans, who were endeavoring to dissipate the

clouds of authority and the foggy mists of error, were

on the alert for events touching upon important psycho-

logical questions, and calculated to help the cause of

humanity.

In 1746, Condillac took up Locke's problem and the

experiments of Cheselden, and discussed with much

clearness and dialectic skill the mental processes of the

blind.
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Simultaneously with his Essai sur Vorigine des con-

naissances humaines was first published a volume of the

poems of Dr. Blacklock, of Scotland, who, although

deprived of sight in early infancy, went through the

usual course of studies at the university of Edinburgh,

and distinguished himself by his proficiency in classical

literature, in belles-lettres, in metaphysics, and in all

other branches of knowledge. The productions of his

muse are marked by elegance of diction, ardor of senti-

ment, and accurate descriptions of visible objects. His

writings will be searched in vain, however, for poetry

of a very high order. He says of himself, what doubt-

less is true of all persons similarly situated, that he

always associated some moral quality with visible ob-

jects.

The following year appeared in Dublin a biography

of Saunderson from the pen of his disciple and

successor in the professorship at Cambridge, William

Inchlif or Hinchliff"e. This work contained a minute

description, with illustrative drawings, of the appliances

used by the sightless mathematician, and was most

eagerly read in France.

The abbe Deschamps, treating of the education of

the deaf-mutes, also sketched the outlines of the art

of teaching the blind to read and write.

Meanwhile Lenotre, the famous blind man of Pui-

seaux, appeared on the stage, and, by the originality

which stamped everything that he did, attracted uni-

versal attention. He was the son of a professor of

philosophy in the university of Paris, and had attended

with advantage courses of chemistry and botany at the

Jardin du Roi. After having dissipated a part of his
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fortune, he retired to Puiseaux, a little town in Gatinais,

where he established a distillery, the products of which

he came regularly once a year to Paris to dispose of.

It was his custom to sleep during the day and rise in

the evening. He worked all night, " because," as he

himself said, " he was not then disturbed by anybody."

His wife used to find everything perfectly arranged in

the morning. Having found in the resources of his

mind and in his own activity a shelter from poverty, he

lived happily in the midst of his family. His retired

and extraordinary mode of life earned for him a sort of

reputation. Diderot, then looking out for philosophical

sensations, visited him at his home, and found him oc-

cupied in teaching his seeing son to read with raised

characters. The blind man put to him some very sin-

gular questions on the transparency of glass, colors, and

such matters. He asked if naturalists were the only

persons who saw with the microscope ; if the machine

which magnified objects was greater than that which

diminished them ; if that which brought them near was

shorter than that which removed them to a distance.

He conceived the eye to be " an organ upon which the

air produces the same efi"ect as the staff on the hand,"

and defined a mirror as " a machine by which objects

are placed in relief, out of themselves." On being in-

teiTOgated as to whether he felt a great desire to have

eyes, he answered, " Were it not for the mere gratifica-

tion of curiosity, I think I should do as well to Avish for

long arms. It seems to me that my hands would in-

form me better of what is going on in the moon than

your eyes and telescopes ; and then the eyes lose the

power of vision more readily th^ii^ the hands that of
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feeling. It would be better to perfect the organ which

I have than to bestow on me that which I have not.'*

This interview, together with the knowledge of Saun-

derson's appliances obtained from a perusal of his biog-

raphy, called out, in 1749, Diderot's ingenious Lettres

stir les aveugles a Tusage de ceux qui voint, which set

Paris ablaze with enthusiasm and inquiry, and which

procured for him at once an acquaintance with Voltaire

and three months' imprisonment at Vincennes. Of the

many stupid blunders and imbecile acts which emanated

from the government of Louis XV., this incarceration

was the most unaccountable. Like any other unpro-

voked outrage, it created great surprise. It added one

more stigma of violence to the crown of that rapacious

monarch,— whose tyranny and debauchery had already

stripped him of the early appellation of " well-beloved,"

— wrought up public feeling in favor of the persecuted

author to a state of fervor, and converted the current of

astonishment into a cataract of popular indignation.

Diderot was released ; but the resistance shown to his

liberal opinions had set the minds of men afloat, and

restlessness was followed by high excitation. He be-

came at one stroke the lion of the day and the cham-

pion of the blind, and, his speculations about them being

widely spread, enlisted general interest in their cause.

Captivated by the novelty of the ideas which he de-

veloped in the famous letters, dazzled by the eloquence

which he employed, and rnoved by his recital of the

woes and disadvantages which beset the void of sight,

people naturally began to think about the amelioration

of the condition of the blind.

In 1763, Dr. Thomas Reid endeavored to show in his

s
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essay, entitled " An Inquiry into the Human Mind,"

that the bHnd, if properly instructed, are capable of

forming almost every idea and attaining almost every

truth which can be impressed on the mind through the

medium of light and color, except the sensations of

light and color themselves. The object of this work

was to refute the opinions of Locke and Hartley re-

specting the connection which they supposed to exist

between the phenomena, powers and operations of the

mind, and to found human knowledge on a system of

instinctive principles. Dr. Reid's views concerning

those pleasures of which the sense of sight is commonly

understood to be the only channel were similar to the

observations made by Burke in 1756, in his treatise on

the " Sublime and Beautiful." This author appeals not

only to the scientific acquirements of Saunderson, but

also to the poetry of Dr. Blacklock, as a confirmation of

his doctrine. " Here," says he, " is a poet, doubtless as

much affected with his own descriptions as any that

reads them can be ; and yet he is affected with this

strong enthusiasm by things of which he neither has,

nor possibly can have, any idea further than that of bare

sound."

While in prison, Diderot was often visited by the

celebrated philosopher of the age, Jean Jacques Rous-

seau, whose warm interest in all sufferers, and particu-

larly in the blind, was manifest. This master spirit of

progress, who was soon to become not merely the fore-

runner but the creator of a new era in the history of

mankind, was already the champion of humanity, and

the apostle of nature in all things. As Villemain ex-

presses it, " his words, descending like a flame of fire,
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moved the souls of his contemporaries." While, on the

one hand, Rousseau was teaching, in a calm, logical

manner, that " true philosophy is to commune with

one's self," and that reason is the source, the assurance

and the criterion of truth, he was, on the other, thrilKng

two continents with his memorable declaration, that

" man is born free, but is everywhere in chains,"—
which later became the gospel of the Jacobins. His

passionate feeling, deep thought, stupendous learning,

refined taste, profound pathos and resolute bearing had

such effect not only upon the minds of the lower classes

of society, but even upon those of the nobihty and the

courtiers themselves, that thunders of applause shook

the theatre of Versailles at the celebrated lines of Vol-

taire,—
" Je suis fils de Brutus, et je porte en raon coeur

La liberty gravee et les rois en horreur."

By the touch of the magic W£tnd of Rousseau's elo-

quence the tree of tyranny was to be uprooted and the

whole framework of despotism torn down. No sooner

had he opened his lips than he restored earnestness to

the world, replaced selfishness by benevolence, engrafted

the shoots of tenderness on the stock of hardness of

heart and exclusiveness, wrought up France into a mood

of sympathy with afflicted humanity, and rendered the

eighteenth century an earnest and sincere one, full of

beneficence, replete with faith in man's capacity for

improvement, productive of grand ideas, and adorned

by many vii-tues. Charity never was more active than

at this period, when philanthropy had become a sort of

fashion, and the movements for the suppression of men-
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dicancy and the elevation of individual independence,

self-respect and dignity, common enterprises. The

great designs and inventions for the removal or palliation

of physical or mental disabilities which stand as sig-

nificant indices on the road of modern civilization were

all of them fostered on the fertile soil of France.

Prominent among these was unquestionably the one

which aimed at the deliverance of the blind ; and there

is no doubt that the conception of its importance is

due rather to the genius of the celebrated author of

" Emile " than to the mental resources of any one else.

True, Diderot was the fii'st writer who called special

and direct attention to the condition and wants of this

afflicted class, and made them popularly known ; but

neither he, nor Locke, nor Leibnitz, nor Reid, nor Con-

dillac, nor any of the encyclopaedists, went beyond the

boundaries of abstract psychological speculation. They

proposed no measures of practical utility or relief, nor

did they devise any plans for the instruction and train-

ing of sightless persons. It was Rousseau who first

asked the momentous question, " What can we do to

alleviate the lot of this class of sufferers, and how shall

we apply to their education the results of metaphysics ?

"

It was he who suggested the embossed books which

were afterwards printed by Haiiy in a crude form. It

was under the genial warmth of his marvellous pen that

the plant of the education of both the blind and the

deaf-mutes grew, blossomed and throve.

But, although Rousseau's keen observations and

practical suggestions gave form and wise direction to

the fugitive glimpses of abstract speculation and iso-

lated individual effort, yet the blind had still to await
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the coming of their deliverer. An accidental circum-

stance sent him to them.

III.— Valentin Haily and the School at Paris.

In the summer of 1783, the proprietor of a place of

refreshment in one of the principal thoroughfares of

Paris, desirous of increasing his custom, procured the

services of eight or ten blind persons, whom he ar-

ranged before a long desk, with goggles on nose and

instruments in their hands. Upon the stand were

placed open music-books, and the sightless men, feign-

ing to read their notes from these, executed, at short

intervals, the most " discordant symphonies." The ob-

ject of the proprietor of the place, — which was after-

wards known by the name of Cafe des Avevgles.,— was

gained. The music drew a large crowd, who received

the ridiculous pei'formances with boisterous and heartless

mirth, while consuming refreshments. Among the most

interested by-standers was Valentin Haiiy, the brother

of the eminent crystallologist, and a man of large heart

and head, with deep feeling for the woes of humanity

and the power of thought to invent means for their

alleviation. He began at once to ponder upon the con-

dition of the blind, and to question whether a method

of reading might be devised which should in some mea-

sure counterbalance their privation and give them some

comfort and consolation for the affliction under which

they labored. In his famous " Essay on the Education of

the Blind," Haiiy describes with charming simplicity and

impressive modesty the bitter feelings and serious re-

flections which the performances at the Cafe des Aveu-

^les had given him. " A very diff"erent sentiment from
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that of delight," he says, " possessed our soul, and we

conceived, at that very instant, the iDOSsibility of turning

to the advantage of those unfortunate people the means

of which they had only an apparent and ridiculous en-

joyment. Do not the blind, said we to ourselves, dis-

tinguish objects by the diversity of their form] Are

they mistaken in the value of a piece of money ? Why

can they not distinguish a C from a G in music, or an a

from an / in orthography, if these characters should be

rendered palpable to the touch? While we were

reflectins on the usefulness of such an undertaking,

another observation struck us. A young child, full of

intelligence but deprived of sight, Hstened with profit

to the correction of his brother's classical exercises.

He often even besought him to read his elementary

books to him. He, however, more occupied with his

amusements, turned a deaf ear to the solicitations of

his unfortunate brother, who was soon carried off by a

cruel disease.

"These different examples soon convinced us how

precious it would be for the blind to possess the means

of extending their knowledge, without being obliged to

wait for, or sometimes even in vain to demand, the

assistance of those who see."

Having got so far, Haiiy gathered together all the

information which could be drawn from the history of

celebrated congenital blind persons with regard to the

special processes which they had employed.

In England, Saunderson had devised a ciphering-

tablet. In France, the blind man of Puiseaux and

Mademoiselle de Salignac had used raised letters, and

Lamouroux had invented tangible musical characters.
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In Germany, Weissemburg, blind from the age of seven,

had accustomed himself to trace signs in relief. He
had made maps of ordinary cards divided by threads, on

which beads varying in size were strung, to indicate the

different orders of towns, and covered with glazed sands

in various ways to distinguish the seas, countries,

provinces, etc. By means of these processes he had

instructed a young blind girl, named Maria Theresa

von Paradis.

This gifted child was born in Vienna, in 1759, and

lost her sight at three years of age. Her parents were

persons of rank and fortune,— her father being aulic

councillor of the empire,— and they spared no expense

in cultivating her extraordinary talents, and procuring

for her the various ingenious contrivances then known

for facilitating the education of the blind. Under the in-

struction of Weissemburg and the baron von Kempelen,

the deviser of the mechanical chess-player and the speak-

ing automaton, she had learned to spell with letters cut

out of pasteboard, and to read words pricked upon cards

with pins. Herr von Kempelen built for her a little

press, by means of which she printed with ink the sen-

tences which she composed, and in this way main-

tained a correspondence with her teachers and friends.

She made use of a large cushion, into which she stuck

pins to form notes or letters.

Having devoted much of her time to the study and

practice of the pianoforte and organ, under the care

of Herr Hozeluch and other masters, Mademoiselle

von Paradis suddenly appeared before the musical

world as an accomplished pianiste. She was the god-

child of the empress Maria Theresa,—who allowed her
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an annual pension of two hundred florins, — and her

performances at the palace and in the aristocratic cir-

cles of Vienna were received with eclat. Accompanied

by her mother, she made a grand professional tour

through the capitals and principal towns of central

Europe and England, and charmed the rulers, the high

functionaries, and the cultivated classes of society every-

where. In 1784, she ventured to Paris, and there she

took part in the brilliant concerts of the winter, and

achieved her grandest triumphs. No one was more en-

thusiastic at her magnificent success than Haiiy, who

immediately sought and made her acquaintance, and to

whom she exhibited her appliances and apparatus and

explained their use. Profiting by these observations,

he began at once to lay the foundations of a complete

system of education for those who had hitherto been

left entu'ely untaught and uncared for. The abbe de

I'Epee had at about the same period, in a certain

sense, restored the deaf-mutes to intelligence and com-

munion with the world around them.

Haiiy, having determined to test his plans and meth-

ods by the instruction of one or more sightless persons,

found, after some time, a congenital blind lad of seven-

teen years, named Lesueur, who was in the habit of

soliciting alms at the door of the chapel Bonne Nouvelle.

In order to dissuade him from his degrading profession,

the eager philanthropist promised to pay him from his

own pocket an amount of money equal to that which

he gained as a mendicant. Lesueur accepted the offer,

and proved a very tractable pupil. On him Haiiy tried

his inventions almost as rapidly as they proceeded from

his own brain, and with such remarkable success that,
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as a proof of the positions which he had taken in an

essay on the education of the blind, read by him before

the Royal Academy of Sciences, at their invitation, he

exhibited his pupil's attainments. The members of the

assembly were carried as if by storm, and a commission

was appointed to examine the matter more fully, and

report. Meanwhile the Philanthropic Society, which

had undertaken, as soon as it was organized, to assist

twelve indigent sightless children by giving them twelve

livres per month, entrusted them to the care of Haiiy.

Thus the first school for the blind was established in a

small house in the rue CoquilUere.

Nothing further was wanting to the founder of the

institution but the public support of the samns. This

was soon to be given. During the interval, however,

the establishment was rapidly progressing, and the art

of embossing books for the blind was an undisputed

triumph of Haiiy's ingenuity. This discovery had been

long, though dimly, foreshadowed. According to Fran-

cesco Lucas, letters engraved on wood had been used

in Spain as early as the sixteenth century, which were

reproduced in Italy, with some modifications, by Ram-
pazzetto, in 1573; but these were in intaglio instead

of being in relief, and all attempts to ascertain their

configuration by feeling proved fruitless. In 164:0, a

writing-master of Paris, named Pierre Moreau, caused

movable raised characters to be cast in lead for the use

of the blind ; but he relinquished the scheme for rea-

sons unknown to us. Movable letters on small tablets

were also tried ; but these were well adapted only for

instructing seeing children to read. In fact, it was by

means of similar characters that Usher, afterwards arch-
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bishop of Armagh, was taught to read by his two aunts,

who were both blind. Various other methods were em-

ployed, but none of them received general approbation

until Haliy's great invention, which seems to have been

partly the result of accident.. Mr. Gailliod, who at a

later date became one of his most celebrated pupils,

thus relates the circumstance

:

" Lesueur was sent one day to his master's desk for

some article, and passing his fingers over the papers,

they came in contact with the back of a printed note,

which, having received an unusually strong impression,

exhibited the letters in relief on the reverse. He dis-

tinguished an 0, and brought the paper to his teacher

to show him that he could do so. Haiiy at once per-

ceived the importance of the discovery, and testing it

further by writing upon paper with a sharp point, and

reversing it, found that Lesueur read it with great

facility."

The ingenious inventor proceeded to produce letters

in rehef by pressing the type strongly on sized paper,

and his success was complete. Thus the art of embos-

sino- books for the blind was discovered. The first

characters adopted by Haiiy were those of the lUyrian

or Sclavonic alphabet, which were doubtless preferred

on account of their square form ; but these were after-

wards altered and improved.

In February, 1785, the commission of the Royal Aca-

demy made its report, and while pointing out the fea-

tures which the system of Haiiy had in common with

the agencies previously employed by individual blind

persons, declared that to him alone were due their per-

fection, extension, and arrangement into a veritable
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method. They concluded by saying that " if the suc-

cess which we have witnessed does honor to the intel-

Hgence of the pupils, it is no less satisfactory and

creditable to their instructor, w^hose beneficent labors

merit the public gratitude."

This report had a marvellous effect upon the com-

munity. The school for the blind became one of the

lions of Paris, and was for some time absolutely the

rage. All classes of society were interested in the es-

tablishment, and each one strove to out-do the other.

Eminent musicians and actors gave performances for its

benefit. The Lyceum, the Museum, the Salon.de Corres-

pondence soon vied with one another for the privilege of

having the young sightless pupils stammer (to borrow

the expression of their instructor) the first elements of

reading, arithmetic, history, geography, and music at

their sessions ; and these exercises were always concluded

by collections for their benefit. Donations poured in

from all sides, and the funds were placed in the treasury

of the Philanthropic Society (still charged, at that time,

,

with providing the expenses of the establishment), which

had been removed to the rue Notre Dame des Victoires,

No. 18.

Finally, on the 26th December, 1786, the blind chil-

dren of Haiiy's school, to the number of twenty-four, and

a seeing lad taught by them, were admitted at Versailles

to the presence of the royal family. They were lodged

and cared for at the palace for eight days, and thek

exercises made a deep impression upon the hearts of the

king, the queen, and princes. Haiiy became a favorite

of Louis XVI., and was made interpreter to his majesty,

the navy department, and the Hotel de Ville, for the Eng-
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lish. German, and Dutch languages ; royal interpreter

and professor of ancient inscriptions ; and lastly, secre-

tary to the king. These honors were no doubt as grati-

fying to the recipient as they were creditable to the royal

giver ; but they were ephemeral. Hauy's fame rests

upon a higher plane and more solid ground than this.

He proved himself worthy of the name of the •' father

and apostle of the blind ;
" a reward richer than a

crown ; a title more truly glorious than that of con-

queror.

At about this time Haliy published his " Essay on the

Education of the Blind," which was printed under the

superintendence of M. Clousier, printer to the king,

partly in relief and partly with ink, by his pupils. It is

hardly possible to ascertain precisely the proportion of

the work performed by the latter. A literal translation

of this treatise into English was made by Blacklock, the

blind poet. It was first published in 1793, two years

after his death, and was chiefly remarkable for its inac-

curacies.

The prosperity of the institution continued for about

four years longer, at the end of which period its days of

adversity and gloom commenced. In 1791, the revolu-

tion was fairly inaugurated, and the Philanthropic Society,

which had taken charge of this noble enterprise from its

inception, was broken up, its members imprisoned, ex-

iled, and many of them subsequently guillotined. On

the 21st of July of that year the school for the blind was

placed under the care of the state, and on the 28th of

September the national assembly passed an act providing

for its support. On the 10th Thermidor, anno IIL, it

was reorganized by a decree of the convention, and joined
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with the school for the deaf-mutes, the two classes occu-

pymg the convent of the Celestins. All yet looked fair

for the institution ; but the reign of terror soon followed,

and philanthropy, which had so lately been the fashion

in Paris, gave place to a demoniac and blood-thirsty cru-

elty which has no parallel in the history of nations. The

best blood of France flowed like water, and all thoudit

of humanity seemed banished from the minds of the

frantic barbarians who ruled her. Amid all the confu-

sion and discord, Haily quietly continued his course of

instruction, though sorely straitened for the means to

sustain the children confided to his care. The govern-

ment nominally provided for them ; but the orders on a

bankrupt treasury were nearly worthless. Haiiy freely

gave up his own little fortune ; and when this was gone,

with the aid of his pupils, he worked faithfully at the

printing-press, procured in their better days, and eked

out the means for their existence by issuing the number-

less bulletins, hand-bills, affiches, and tracts, which so

abounded in that period of anarchy. It is said that

Haiiy for more than a year confined himself to a single

meal a day, that his scholars might not starve. In addi-

tion to all other misfortunes the union of the blind and

the deaf-mutes proved unwise and unblest. The man-

agers quarrelled and conducted matters so badly, that the

existence of both schools was in danger. At last this

discreditable state of things was terminated by a de-

cree of the national convention, July 27, 1794, which

separated the disputants, and placed the deaf-mutes in

the seminary of Saint Magloire and the blind in the

maison Sainte Catherine, rue des Lombards. But the suf-

fering, resulting mainly from the want of pecuniary
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means, was not ended. It lasted more or less until

1800. During this period of darkness and misery,

Hatiy had been able, amidst the gigantic difficulties by

which he was surrounded, to educate some pupils, whose

subsequent renown reflected its splendor upon his patient

labors. Among these were Gailliod, the musical com-

poser ; Penjon, who afterwards filled the chair of pro-

fessor of mathematics at the college of Angers for thirty

years, with high distinction ; and Avisse, whose early

death deprived France of one of her sweetest poets.

At length brighter days began to dawn and prosperity

seemed about to revisit the suff"erers of a whole decade.

But in 1801 a terrible blow fell suddenly upon the

institution, in comparison with which all its privations

and misery seemed light. The consular government

decided to incorporate the school for the young blind

with the hospice des Qninxe- Vingts. This establishment,

which was founded by Louis IX. in 1260, was a retreat

or home for adults ; and was occupied at this time by a

large number of blind paupers with their families, who

were indolent, degraded, depraved and vicious. To

place the children, for whom Haiiy had sacrificed so

much, in constant association with these idle, dissolute

and profligate men and women was more than he could

bear. Calmly had he endured hunger and privation for

their sake, and as cheerfully would he do it again ; but

to see their minds and morals contaminated and cor-

rupted, their habits of industry and study abandoned,

was too much. The government of Bonaparte, however,

was inexorable, and Haiiy resigned his position. In

acknowledgment of his past services, a pension of four

hundi'ed dollars was decreed to him.
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Unwillins? to abandon a class for whom he felt so

deep and mtense an interest, Haiiy opened a private

school for the blind, under the title of Masee des Aveit-

gles. He maintained it for three years ; and in that

time educated, among others, two pupils, whose names

and reputation are still remembered throughout Europe :

Rodenbach, the eloquent writer and eminent statesman

of Belgium, who took an active part in the revolution

of 1830, and played an important role in the political

arena of his country ; and Fournier, hardly less distin-

guished in France. The undertaking, however, proved

pecuniarily unsuccessful ; and in 1806, Haiiy accepted a

pressing invitation from the Czar to establish a school

for the blind in his empire. Accompanied by his faithfnl

pupil and constant friend, Fournier, he started for Rus-

sia, and on his way thither visited Berlin Here he was

presented to the king of Prussia, who extended to him

a cordial and flattering reception, and to whom he

exhibited his methods of instruction. On his arrival at

St. Petersburg, Haiiy organized an institution over

which he presided for nine years with great ability.

For thirteen years the place of the " father of the

blind " in the school at Paris was supplied by an igno-

rant instructor named Bartrand, under whom the estab-

lishment lost nearly all its early reputation. He died

suddenly on the 4th of March, 1814 ; and in the follow-

ing month, Dr. Guillie, a man of learning, tact and

energy, but harsh, unscrupulous, untruthful and exces-

sively vain, was appointed to his place. As the Bourbons

had just returned to France, the new director availed

himself of every possible opportunity to bring his pupils

under their notice and make known to them their
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condition and wants. The government soon became

satisfied that a grave error had been committed in the

union of the two institutions ; and they hastened to

rectify it. During the year 1815 ample funds and

separate quarters, in the seminary of St. Firmin, rue St.

Victor, were assigned to the school, which again assumed

the title of the Royal Institution for Blind Youth. The

removal of the establishment to the new building was,

however, delayed by the political events of the time

until 1816, when Dr. Guillie reorganized it with pomp

and parade. He at once expelled forty-three of the

pupils, whose morals had been contaminated by their

associations at the maison des Quinze- Vingts. M. Dufau

was appointed second instructor of the boys ; and Mile.

Cardeilhac, a young lady distinguished by her youth,

proverbial beauty, and accomplishments, as teacher of

the girls. Under Dr. Guillie's administration the study

of music was in a flourishing condition. He knew how

to interest the first artists of the day in his pupils ; and

procured lessons and counsel gratis from such eminent

professors as Jadin, Habeneck, Dacosta, Duport, Perne,

Dauprat, Benazet and Vogt. Under these great masters,

Marjolin, Charraux, Lamaury, Dupuis, and the pianiste

Sophie Osmond became veritable artists. But, with this

exception, everything else was done for effect and show.

Manufactured articles were purchased at the bazaars

and were exhibited as the work of the blind children.

Greek, Latin, English, German, Italian, and Spanish

were professedly taught, and the scholars made glib

public recitations in them by the aid of interlinear

translations ; while at the same time they were not

versed even in the elements of arithmetic and history.
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The necessary was sacrificed to the superfluous. Add

to this flagrant charlatanism Dr. Guillie's malignity and

narrowness, and you will have a complete picture of the

character of the man. He seemed to regard any refer-

ence to Haiiy as a personal insult; and forbade the

teachers, many of whom had been instructed and trained

by him, even to mention the name of their early

benefactor. In 1817, Dr. Guillie published the first

edition of his Essai sur VImtmction des Aveugles, in

the two hundred and forty pages of which he labored

studiously wholly to ignore the great services and sacri-

fices of the noble founder of the institution (alluding to

his name only twice en passant)^ and to attribute its

origin to Louis XVI.

In the very same year Haiiy, feeling the pressure of

disease as well as the effects of old age, determined to

return to his native land to die. His parting with the

Czar Alexander was very affecting. The emperor em-

braced him repeatedly, and conferred upon him the

order of St. Vladimir. On his arrival in Paris, Haiiy

was domiciled with his brother, the abbe. His heart

was, however, overflowing with affection for the school

which he had organized, and he hastened, feeble as he

was, to pay it a visit. But Dr. Guillie refused him ad-

mission, under the sham excuse that, as he had taken

an active part in the revolution, it would be displeasing

to the royal family to have him recognized. It is diffi-

cult to believe that even a Bourbon, imbecile as Louis

XVIII. was, could have authorized so contemptible an

act. This cruelty, added to numerous other misdeeds of

the director, led to such a clamor against Dr. Guillie,

that the government was compelled to order an investi-

10
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gation of his management of the institution. After

careful and thorough inquiry, the commission appointed

for this purpose reported that in every department they

had found ample evidence of fraud, humbug, trickery,

and deception. This statement was so abundantly illus-

trated by a detailed array of facts, that the miserable

man, finding the poisoned chalice which he had drugged

for others commended to his own lips, was fain to re-

sign amid a storm of popular indignation, followed in

his retirement by the fair Mademoiselle Cardeilhac, who

had often tempered the harshness of the proceedings of

her chief, and willingly served as a channel through

which his graces descended upon the heads of offenders.

Dr. Guillie was succeeded in February, 1821, by Dr.

Pignier, who was a man of truth and honor, but whose

education, which had been received entirely in the

monkish seminaries, rendered him illiberal, suspicious,

and utterly unfit for the post. After reorganizing the

school, and adopting regulations which should prevent

the repetition of the disgraceful practices of the preced-

ing administration, the new director felt that it was due

to Haiiy that his eminent services should be recognized

by a suitable ovation. Accordingly, on the 22d of

August, 1821, a public concert, in his honor, was given

at the institution, and the pupils and teachers vied with

each other in their expressions of gratitude to the

" father of the blind." Songs and choruses, composed

for the occasion, commemorated his trials, his hardships

and his successes ; and, as the good old man, with

streaming eyes, witnessed the triumphant results of his

early labors, and listened to the expressions of thankful-

ness, he exclaimed, " Give not the praise to me, my
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children ; it is God who has done all." It was his last

visit to the institution. His health, long feeble, gave

way during the succeeding autumn ; and, after months

of suffering, he died on the 18th of March, 1822, in the

seventy-seventh year of his age. Thus ended the career

of Valentin Haiiy, one of the noblest men and the

greatest benefactors of humanity, whose name will al-

ways be pronounced with profound veneration among

the blind of the civilized world.

Dr. Pignier's administration lasted nineteen years.

During this period there were but few innovations

made either in the matter or the manner of the instruc-

tion in the literary department ; but a new era was in-

augurated in several other respects. The character of

music was entirely changed. The art of tuning as a

lucrative employment for the blind was developed and

introduced by Mental, one of the pupils, to whom the

director, disregarding the clamor and bitter opposition

of the seeing tuner hired by the institution, gave first

opportunities of studying the construction of the piano-

forte, and afterwards the place of teacher ; and whose

subsequent career as one of the great piano-manufac-

turers of Paris, and the author of the best manual on

tuning, is well known. The system of writing and

printing in raised points likewise came into use at this

time. It was really invented, in principle, by a seeing

man, named Charles Barbier, in 1825 ; but was im-

proved, perfected and arranged in its present form by

a sightless musician, Louis Braille, whose name has

been attached to it ever since.

Dr. Guillie, whose principal object was to dazzle the

public, considered a fine orchestra and a few brilliant
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soloists as the best means for this purpose, and devoted

all his energies to its accomplishment. His successor

had altogether different views on the subject. Fash-

ioned in religious habits, Dr. Pignier attributed very

little importance to secular music, and sought to direct

the efforts of his instructors and pupils to that of the

church,- and most especially to the organ. Thus a great

impetus was given in this direction, the result of which

was the production of a large number of eminent organ-

ists, who found their way into the parochial churches of

Paris, and the cathedrals of Blois, Evreux, Limoges,

Orleans, Tours, Meaux and Vannes. Among these were

Gauthier, who subsequently became principal teacher of

music at the institution, and author of a treatise on the

" Mechanism ut" Musical Composition," and of several

other works ; Marius Gueit, Poissant, Braille, and Mon-

couteau, who afterwards published a manual on " Musi-

cal C Composition," and a treatise on " Harmony," which

was most favorably commended by several competent

musicians, and particularly by Berlioz, the severest critic

of the time. Thorough and careful study of the organ,

both in theory and practice, has ever since been one of

the prominent features of this pioneer institution for the

blind ; and there are to-day no less than two hundred blind

organists and choristers employed in the churches of the

capital and the provinces of France. The names of a

large number of these are given in full in a pamphlet

recently published in Paris by Maurice de la Sizeranne,

under the title Les aveugles utiles.

The institution was thriving in 1825, when Dr. Pig-

nier spoke with much satisfaction in his report of the

effects of the direction which he had given to its affairs,
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and earnestly recommended, among other projects, the

removal of the establishment to a healthier location

and the provision of better accommodations than those

which they had in the rue St. Victor. But the tide of

prosperity and progress seemed to have reached its

highest mark at this time ; for soon after signs of deca-

dence and retrogression began to appear on all sides,

and their sinister work was so rapidly and effectually

accomplished, that in 1832 one of the ministers pio-

claimed from the national tribune that " the condition

of the establishment was deplorable in every respect."

This state of things continued, only going from bad to

worse, for several years. At length the vices and weak-

nesses of the administration, the want of union among

the instructors, and internal quarrels, dissensions, strife,

and heart-burnings, brought about such confusion and

anarchy that a new organization became inevitable.

On the 20th of May, 1840, M. Dufau, the second

instructor, succeeded Dr. Pignier as director. Soon

afterwards, the administrative commission, Avhich had

managed the establishment since 18U, gave place to an

advisory board, consisting of four members. The new

director regenerated the institution completely. He

modified the somewhat cloistral manners into a life

more in harmony with the present state of society

;

freed the discipline from all elements of arbitrariness

and absolutism, and rendered it more liberal ; laid anew

the foundations of instruction, and restored to the

school its old prestige. In 1843, the institution was

transferred to its present beautiful building, the corner-

stone of which was laid in 1838. The want of harmony

existing between the older administration and the or-
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ganization which followed it, required new regulations.

These were issued in 1845, and have remained in full

force ever since.

I have given the history of the pioneer school for the

blind at considerably greater length than is admissible

in the limits of a brief sketch like this, for three rea-

sons : firstly, on account of the importance of the causes

and events which brought it into existence ; secondly,

on account of the pleasant memories and the noble

examples of enthusiasm, self-denial, and disinterested-

ness which cluster around its infancy ; and thirdly, be-

cause it served more or less as a model in the formation

of similar establishments all over the civilized world.

This last fact renders a thorough knowledge of the

details of its rise and development indispensable to all

who labor in the same field ; but particularly to those

who are earnestly endeavoring to clear that field from

chronic errors, weed out abuses, and rid it of all para-

sitical evils and noxious plants.

IV.— Schools for the Blind in Great Britain and Europe.

The seeds of Haiiy's marvellous creation were sown

everywhere, and schools for the blind sprang up first

in England, and afterwards in all the principal countries

of Europe.

The second institution for sightless children, in point

of time, was founded in Liverpool, in 1791, by Mr. Pud-

sey Dawson, who died in 1816. It was supported by

subscriptions, donations, and legacies, and its object was

to teach poor blind children to work at trades, to sing in

church, and to play the organ. Literary education was

not included within its scope.
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Dr. Blacklock, of Edmburgh, had often wished to

erect a school for children similarly afflicted with him-

self, and communicated his views on the subject to Mr.

David Miller, who was also blind from birth, and a

competent instructor. It was for this purpose that Dr.

Blacklock made a careful study of Haiiy's methods, and

even translated his famous essay ; but he took no steps

toward carrying out his intention. After Dr. Black-

lock's death, which occurred in 1791, Mr. Miller enlisted

the interest of Dr. David Johnston in the enterprise,

and through their combined efforts the project was

placed before the public, and the necessary means were

raised for the foundation of a school, which was opened

in 1793 with nine pupils. Mr. Eobert Johnston, the

secretary of the establishment, devoted his energies to

its welfare and prosperity, and Dr. Henry Moyes, the

celebrated blind professor of philosophy and natural

history in Edinburgh, announced a public seance in

behalf of his fellow-sufferers, which was attended by a

laro-e number of the best citizens, and proved remark-

ably successful in a pecuniary point of view.

At about the same time the Bristol asylum and in-

dustrial school for the blind was established, the object

of which was to teach sightless children such handicraft

as would enable them to earn their own hving.

In 1799, Messrs. Ware, Bosanquet, Boddington, and

Houlston founded a similar institution in London, which,

in 1800, had only fifteen inmates, and attracted very

little attention. Subsequently generous subscriptions

poured into its treasury, and the school at St. George's

in the Fields increased both in numbers and usefulness.

The next institution for the blind in Great Britain
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was organized at Norwich, in 1805. It was a blind man

named Tawell, who not only inaugurated a public move-

ment, but ceded a house with the surrounding grounds

for this purpose.

Similar establishments were afterwards founded in

Glasgow, York, Manchester, and elsewhere ; but most

of the British schools for the blind have never taken a

high stand in their literary or musical training.

At the beginning of the present century institutions

for the blind were established in various parts of Europe

in the following order : that of Vienna in 1804, by Dr.

Klein, who was its director for about fifty years ; that

of Berlin,— the soil for which was thoroughly prepared

by Plaiiy himself while on his way to Russia, — in

1806, under the superintendence of Herr Zeune, and

that of Amsterdam in 1808, by an association of free-

masons. In the same year, two more institutions were

founded : that of Prague, by a charitable society, and

that of Dresden. In 1809, Haiiy put the school in St.

Petersburg in operation, and Dr. Hirzel organized that

of Zurich. Two years later an institution for the blind

was established at Copenhagen by the society of the

chain, an organization similar to that of the free-

masons ; and many others soon after followed.

The schools for the blind on the continent were

mainly fashioned after the model set by Haiiy in Paris.

Dr. Klein, the blind founder of the Vienna institution,

claimed that the idea of arranging a system of educa-

tion for his companions in misfortune, and the processes

for carrying it out, originated with him without any pre-

vious knowledge of what had been done elsewhere in

this direction. A writer in the Encyclopedie Theologiqae
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remarks, that " pretensions of this kind are not new,"

and asks, " How could Dr. Klein be ignorant in 1804

of a creation so original as that of Haiiy, which was

demonstrated in 1784 1
" Other French authors do not

dispute the truthfulness of the statement. It is hardly

necessary for us to enter into a further discussion on

this point. We cannot refrain from saying, however,

that it is a common practice in our days with unscrupu-

lous men of small mental calibre and doubtful veracity

to lay claim to inventions and processes for the blind

which were conceived and publicly tried by others with-

in a stone's throw of their abode several years before

they ever dreamed of them.

Some of the European institutions were founded in

a moment of passing enthusiasm ; but, like seed thrown

upon the rock, they found no genial earth whence to

draw the necessary vital elements for their development,

and have sadly dwindled. Others, though planted in a

propitious soil, and watered by copious showers of pat-

ronage, have not attained that lofty and luxuriant

growth which their nature seemed to promise at first.

V.— Foundation of the Neic England Institution.

The first attempts to educate the blind on this side

of the Atlantic were made in Boston, and the merit of

proposing the establishment of an institution for their

instruction and training belongs to Dr. John D. Fisher

of this city. While pursuing his medical studies in

Paris, he paid frequent visits to the royal institution for

the young blind, and conceived the design of transplant-

ing to his own country the advantages there enjoyed.

After his return to Boston, in 1826, he kept the matter

11
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constantly in view, and opened a correspondence with

Mr. Kobert Johnston, secretary of the asylum for the

blind in Edinburgh, Scotland. Many other Americans

had, it is true, visited these beneficent establishments

of the old world, and on their return had delighted

their friends with the details of the curious methods of

instruction and training therein pursued ; but none

of them had ever before this time attempted, by appeals

to the public or otherwise, to bring these means within

the reach of the blind of the new world.

Having consulted with his friends on the subject. Dr.

Fisher was advised to call a meeting of such persons as

it was supposed would favor the plan and take an in-

terest in promoting it. This meeting was held on the

10th of February, 1829, at the Exchange Coifee-house.

The legislature being in session, many representatives

from various parts of the commonwealth were in

attendance. The Hon. Robert Rantoul of Beverly, a

member of the house, was appointed chairman, and

Charles H. Locke, of Boston, secretary. At this meet-

ing Dr. Fisher gave a detailed and minute account of

the several processes employed to communicate knowl-

edge to the blind ; described the various manufactures

by which they were enabled to obtain a livelihood, and

exhibited specimens of embossed books printed for their

use. His statements excited a deep interest in all pres-

ent, and remarks were made by Mr. Edward Brooks of

Boston, Mr. Stephen Phillips of Salem, Mr. Caleb

Cushing of Newburyport, and Hon. William B. Cal-

houn of Springfield, speaker of the house, expressive

of their warm approbation of the design and of the

usefulness of such an institution. On motion of Dr.
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Fisher, it was then voted, "that a committee be ap-

pointed to consider what measures should be adopted

to promote the establishment of an institution for the

blind of New England
;

" and the following gentlemen

were accordingly appointed : — Hon. Jonathan Phil-

lips, Mr. Theodore Sedgwick, Mr. Richard D. Tucker,

Mr. Edward Brooks, and Dr. John D. Fisher.

At an adjourned meeting held on the 19th of Feb-

ruary, at the representatives' hall in the state-house,

the above-named committee made a report, which

closed with the following resolution :
—

'' Resolved, that wc are impressed with a deep sense of the

utility of institutions for the education of the blind, and that a

committee be appointed to take all measures necessarj- for the

establishment of such an institution for the blind of New Eng-

land."

After the reading of the report, Dr. Fisher repeated

the statements which he had made at the previous

meeting. The nature and object of the proposed in-

stitution were explained and recommended by Mr.

Edward Brooks and Mr. Theodore Sedgwick of Stock-

bridge. The above resolution was then unanimously

adopted, and the following gentlemen were put on the

committee : — Hon. Jonathan Phillips, Mr. Richard D.

Tucker, Mr. Edward Brooks, Mr. Theodore Sedgwick,

Dr. John D. Fisher, Hon. William B. Calhoun, Mr.

Stephen C. Phillips, Mr. George Bond, Mr. Samuel M.

M'Kay, Hon. Josiah J. Fiske, Mr. Isaac L. Hedge, Dr.

John Homans, and Hon. William Thorndike.

This committee applied immediately to the legisla-

ture for an act of incorporation, which was granted

unanimously in both houses without debate. The act
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is dated March 2, 1829. The name of the corpora-

tion was " The New England Asylum for the Blind" and

the purpose of its formation was to educate sightless

persons. Hon. Jonathan PhilHps, of Boston, was

authorized by the act to call the first meeting of the

corporation, by giving three weeks' notice in three of

the Boston newspapers. The legislature passed, more-

over, a resolve directing the secretary of state to send

circulars to the several towns, to ascertain the number

of blind persons in the commonwealth, and their con-

dition.

The corporation thus formed proceeded somewhat

slowly in organizing and starting this new enterprise,

and for more than two years little progress was appar-

ently made. Its first meeting, which was held at the

Marlborough House, April 17, 1829, resulted in the

acceptance of the act of incorporation granted by the

legislature, and the appointment of a committee to

prepare by-laws and an address to be circulated in its

behalf. Two subsequent meetings were held during

the same year, at the Exchange Cofi'ee-house, at which

a set of by-laws was adopted, and measures were taken

for obtaining reliable information as to the number and

condition of the blind in the city of Boston and

throughout the state of Massachusetts. In the follow-

ing year, the corporation elected its first board of offi-

cers, consisting of the following gentlemen : — Hon.

Jonathan V\\\]lv^s^ president ; Hon. William B. Calhoun,

vice-president ; Mr. Richard D. Tucker, treasurer ; Mr.

Charles H. Locke, secretary ; Dr. John D. Fisher, Dr.

John Homans, and Messrs. Joseph Coolidge, Pliny

Cutler, William H. Prescott, Samuel T. Armstrong,
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Edward Brooks, aad Stephen C. Phillips, trustees. In

accordance with the act of incorporation, four other

trustees were chosen by the state board of visitors, con-

sisting of the governor, the lieutenant-governor, the

president of the senate, the speaker of the house of

representatives, and the chaplains of the legislature.

A motion was made to change the name of the corpora-

tion from that of the New England Asylum for the

Blind, to the Americm Asylum for the Blind ; but after

discussion it was withdrawn. Meanwhile Dr. P'isher,

who had been foremost in promoting this noble enter-

prise, being unable to engage in it personally, had
enhsted the sympathy and cooperation of Dr. Samuel
G. Howe, who had just returned from the scenes of his

philanthropic mission and military exploits in Greece.

A small fund for commencing the work had been pro-

vided by the legislature, which, by a resolve of March
9, 1830, allowed to the institution for the blind the un-

expended balance of the appropriation for the deaf-

mutes at the Hartford, asylum ; and on the 18th of

August, 1831, the trustees entered into an agreement
with Dr. Howe, by which he was engaged as " princi-

pal " or " superintendent " of the asylum for the educa-

tion of blind persons. In article HI. of this contract

he was intrusted as follows : — " The first duty of Dr.

Howe will be to embark for Europe, in order to make
himself fully acquainted with the mode of conducting

such institutions; to procure one, or at most two, in-

structed Wind as assistant teachers ; also, the necessary

apparatus."

In accordance with these instructions. Dr. Howe im-

mediately sailed for Europe, where he visited and care-
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fully studied all the principal institutions for the blind

;

and in his report to the trustees he says that he " found

in all much to admire and copy, but also much to

avoid." On the whole, however, he " considered them as

beacons to warn rather than as lights to guide." In an

article on the education of the blind, published by him

two years later in the " North American Review," he

criticized their work at some length, and said that " the

school of Edinburgh was decidedly of a higher order

than any other in Great Britain." Of that of Paris his

imj^ressions were very unfavorable, and were expressed

as follows :
" There pervades that establishment a spirit

of illiberality, of mysticism, amounting almost to charla-

tanism, that ill accords with the well-known liberality

of most French institutions. There is a ridiculous at-

tempt at mystery,— an effort at show and parade,

which injure the establishment in the minds of men of

sense. Instead of throwing wide open the door of

knowledge, and inviting the scrutiny and the sugges-

tions of every friend of humanity, the process of educa-

tion is not explained, and the method of constructing

some of the apparatus is absolutely kept a secret. We
say this from personal knowledge."

Dr. Howe returned to Boston in July of 1832, bring-

ing with him, as assistants, Mr. Emile Trencheri, a

graduate of the Paris school, as literary teacher, and

Mr. John Pringle, of the Edinburgh institution, as mas-

ter of handicrafts. In August of the same year he

opened a school at his father's residence. No. 144 Pleas-

ant street, having as pupils six " blind persons from

different parts of the state, varying in age from six to

twenty years." These scholars had been under instruc-
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tion five months, and had ah*eady learned to read em-

bossed prmt ; had made considerable progress in the

study of geography from maps in relief, in arithmetic,

and in music, when a memorial was presented to the

legislature, in January, 1833, setting forth the condi-

tion and wants of the institution and praying for aid.

At the annual meeting of the corporation in that year.

Dr. Howe was elected secretary, and this office, together

with that of superintendent, or " director," of the insti-

tution, he held from that time until his death in 1876,

a period of forty-three years.

Early in the year 1833, the half-dozen pupils with

whom Dr. Howe had commenced the experiment of

teachins: sisrhtless children exhibited the results of their

six months' tuition before the legislature of Massa-

chusetts, and the practicability of educating the blind

was so satisfactorily proved by their performances, that

the general court at once made an appropriation of six

thousand dollars per annum to the institution, on condi-

tion that it should receive and educate, free of cost,

twenty poor blind persons belonging to the state. A
number of public exhibitions were given in Boston,

Salem, and elsewhere, and an address, containing much

valuable information collected by Dr. Howe while in

Europe, was widely circulated. The result of these

efforts was far more favorable than had been expected,

and the interest and sympathy of the community were

so thoroughly roused and excited, that subscriptions and

donations were freely given. The ladies of Salem first

suggested the idea of a fair; and, assisted by those of

Marblehead and Newburyport, they got up a splendid

fHe^ which, besides calling forth a display of all the
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energy of female character and all the kindlier feelings

of the human heart, resulted in a net profit of |2,980.

Resolving not to be outdone, the ladies of Boston en-

tered the field with great ardor, and, persevering for

several weeks, they opened a bazaar on the first of May,

in Faneuil Hall, which exceeded in splendor and taste

anything of the kind ever got up in this, or perhaps

in any other, country. A vivid description of the fair,

from the pen of Dr. Howe, was pubhshed in the " New

England Magazine," and its net profits amounted to

111,400.

The institution had now taken firm hold upon the

sympathies of a generous public, and it needed some-

thing to call forth and direct its expression; this was

the donation of Col. Thomas H. Perkins of his mansion-

house and grounds on Pearl street, valued at twenty-

five thousand dollars, for a permanent location for the

school, provided that a fund of fifty thousand dollars

could be raised. The following imperfect cut of the

mansion is copied from the " Penny Magazine for Use-

ful Knowledge."

The liberal spirit of Col. Perkins was so warmly

seconded by the community, that within one month the

sum of fifty thousand dollars was contributed. Exhibi-

tions were also given in other states, and the legisla-

ture of Connecticut voted an appropriation of one

thousand dollars per annum, for twelve years, for as

many blind children as could be educated for that sum ;

Vermont made an appropriation of twelve hundred

dollars, for ten years ; and Xew Hampshire a temporary

appropriation of five hundred dollars. The states of

Maine and Rhode Island afterwai'ds adopted a similar
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course, and thus the institution at Boston became the

educational estabhshment for the bhnd of all the New
England states, as the asylum at Hartford already was

for the deaf-mutes.

MA>sS10N-110U^E AND GROUNDS OF COL. THOMAS II. I'KUKINS.

Sufficient means to insure the permanent establish-

ment of the school having been thus provided, such

alterations as were necessary to accommodate a large

number of pupils were made upon the premises in

Pearl street, and an adjoining estate was purchased,

which was much needed for a play-ground. By this

addition the corporation became owners of the whole
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square between Pearl and Atkinson streets. The insti-

tution was advertised as open to pupils from all parts of

the country, and the little school already opened at Dr.

Howe's residence was removed to its new home in

September, 1833. At the close of the year the num-

ber of pupils had increased to thirty-four.

The school being now well established, and in a con-

dition of vigorous growth, Dr. Howe began to devote

himself to the study and improvement of the means and

appliances for teaching the blind. By his own exertions

he raised subscriptions for a printing-fund ; and, after

many and costly experiments with the ordinary printing-

press, a new one, especially adapted to the work of em-

bossing books for the blind, was obtained at considerable

expense. A series of experiments made by the doctor

in arranging an alphabet legible to the touch, resulted

in the adoption of a slight modification of the ordinary

Roman letter of the lower-case ; and this has been

known as the Boston type. This was the first printing-

office for the blind opened in any American institution

;

and its work was so actively carried on that very flatter-

ins: testimonials of its worth were soon received in the

shape of orders from England, Ireland and Holland.

The British and Foreign Bible society ordered a com-

plete edition of the book of psalms, for which they paid

seven hundred and fifty dollars. The exertions of Dr.

Howe to establish a printing-fund for the blind on a

solid and permanent basis were incessant and unwearied,

in season and out of season. For this end he visited

Washington with three of his pupils, whose attainments

he exhibited to the members of congress, hoping to

induce them to found a national printing-establishment
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for the blind. Failing in his first (^ort, he organized a

second visit to Washington in 1846, accompanied by the

superintendents and select scholars of the institutions

of New York and Philadelphia, as well as pupils from

this school, and proposed to congress either to give a

portion of the fund of the Smithsonian Institute for

this purpose, or to make an endowment similar to that

received by the asylum for deaf-mutes at Hartford.

The prospects looked hopeful for the accomphshment

of so great and noble an end, when the darkening of

the political horizon by the breaking out of the Mexican

war precluded the furtherance of the enterprise by the

entu-e engrossment of congress in that momentous sub-

ject.

Instruction in the literary department of the institu-

tion included not only the simple branches of a common-

school education, but some of the higher mathematics,

a knowledge of history, astronomy and natural philoso-

phy ; and the study of languages was early introduced.

In addition to vocal music and instruction upon the

piano and organ, the foundation for an orchestra was

immediately commenced. The tuning of pianofortes was

taught as a practical employment, and a mechanical

department was opened for male pupils, in which they

learned to manufacture mattresses, cushions, mats and

baskets ; while the girls were taught sewing, knitting,

braidinsr, and some household duties.

The institution grew so rapidly that within a short

time increased accommodations were necessary ;
and a

new wing, as extensive as the original building, was

erected in 1835.

The state continued its annual appropriation for its
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beneficiaries ; and ugon this the institution was mainly

dependent for the means of meeting its current expenses.

This income was, however, supplemented by the smaller
'

appropriations made by the other New England states,

by fees received from private pupils (some of whom

came from distant parts of the country), by donations,

and an occasional legacy.

In 1839, an opportunity occurred for advantageously

changing the location of the establishment. The Mount

Washington House, on Dorchester Heights, at South

Boston, was thrown into the market ; and Col. Perkins

having very generously and promptly withdrawn all the

conditions and restrictions attached to the gift of his

mansion for a permanent residence for the blind, an

even exchange of the Pearl street estate for the Mount

Washington House was effected. In grateful apprecia-

tion of the liberality of Col. Perkins, not only in his

first gift, but also in the alacrity with which he withdrew

all its restrictions when they became a hindrance to the

growth of the institution, the trustees desired to connect

his name permanently with the establishment, and ac-

cordingly, at their recommendation, the corporation

passed, at a meeting held March 15, 1839, a resolve,

" That from and after the first day of April next, this

institution shall be called and known by the name of the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for

THE Blind."

The establishment was removed to the new premises

in South Boston in May, 1839. The elevated situation,

the abundance of open ground in the neighborhood, the

unobstructed streets, and the facilities for sea-bathing,

made this change of location highly desirable on account
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of its superior healthfulness ; and the spacious building,

which afforded large and airy rooms for the various

needs of the school, and gave ample space, not only for

a large increase in the number of pupils, but also for

entirely separate arrangements for each sex, combined

to render it such an acquisition as the best friends of the

institution would desire, but such as the most sanguine

would scarcely have dared to hope for.

PERKINS INSTITrTlON AND MASSACHUSETTS ASYLUM FOR THE BLIND.

In 1840, an additional department was opened "for

the purpose of providing employment for those pupils who

have acquired their education and learned to work, but

who could not find employment or carry on business

alone." The making, cleansing and renovating of beds,

mattresses and cushions ; the manufacture of mats and

brooms and cane-seating chairs, were the occupations

chosen as those in which the blind could best compete

with seeing workmen. In reference to the need of such

a department, the trustees in their annual report wrote

as follows :
—
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" Many a blind person has acquired a knowledge of

some handicraft, but he cannot work at it as seeing

workmen do, or be employed in a common workshop.

He has no capital, perhaps, and cannot buy materials,

or wait uncertain times for the sales, and he is idle. It

is for the sake of such persons, and we are happy to say,

that a separate work department has been opened during

the past year ; and a beginning made of an establishment

which, if successful, will become of great value to the

blind."

The test of years proved this department to be a valu-

able auxiliary in assisting the blind to self-maintenance,

not only by furnishing the necessary aid by which many

of the adult pupils could carry on their trades in fair

competition with ordinary workmen, but also in provid-

ing for another class, who had hitherto been left uncared

for, viz., those who, dependent upon manual labor for

self-support, had by accident or sickness been deprived

of sight at too advanced an age to enter the school as

ordinary pupils. To many such persons the opportunity

thus afforded for learning a trade was their only salva-

tion from pauperism.

At about this period the several departments of the

school were arrayed in admirable working order, and

promised good harvest. That of music— in which the

seeds of excellence were planted and fostered by such

eminent professors as Lowell Mason, Joseph A. Keller,

and later by H. Theodore Hach— had entered upon

that career of beneficence which it has so long and so

fully sustained ; while a number of young men and

w^omen were remarkably successful in the field of liter-

ature, and some of th© former were preparing to enter

one or two of the leading colleges of New England.
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The evils attendant upon congregating together so

many persons laboring under a common infirmity were

perceived at an early date in the history of this institu-

tion, and the unfavorable effects were especially felt in

connection with the industrial department. The result

was that the first steps towards correcting this evil were

taken in 1850; when, a new workshop having been

erected (partly by a special appropriation of the state

and partly at the expense of the institution), the adult

blind were entirely removed from the building and scat-

tered about the neighborhood, boarding in different fami-

lies where they could find accommodation, and going

daily to the shop like ordinary workmen. They were

paid regularly every month, and their wages were usual-

ly sufficient, by prudent management, for their support.

Some who could work successfully in their own neigh-

borhoods were aided by the purchase of stock for their

use, and by the privilege of leaving their goods for sale

at the store opened in the city mainly for the benefit of

this department. Those who, from loss of sight in later

life, entered the workshop to learn some kind of handi-

craft were expected to pay the cost of their board until

the trade was acquired; after which, if they remained,

they received wages in proportion to the character of

their work. The workshop for the pupils, however, con-

tinued to be carried on within the walls of the institution.

The industrial department for adults furnished em-

ployment mainly to men, and having proved so success-

ful after a trial of many years, it was thought advisable,

in order to meet the great need of more occupations for

blind women, to try the experiment of a laundry con-

ducted on the same plan. Accordingly, in 1863, a build-
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ing was hired for the purpose and a laundry opened,

which, in addition to the washing and ironing for the in-

stitntion, and for the school for feeble-minded youth, also

sought the patronage of private families. The experi-

ment was continued for nearly five years ; but much seeing

help was needed to secure the satisfactory performance

of the finer parts of the work furnished by customers, and

the cost of their services left so small a sum for the wages

of the blind women, that the scheme was abandoned as

impracticable, save for doing the work of the institution.

The evils of the congregate system were more and

more felt as years went on and the growth of the estab-

lishment increased. The subject of reorganizing the

institution by building several dwelling-houses and

dividing the blind into families had been repeatedly

discussed in the annual reports for several years, and a

claim for an appropriation for buildings was urged upon

the attention of the legislature. With the exception

of five thousand dollars toward the erection of the new

workshop, in 1850, the state had furnished no means

for building purposes until, by a resolve of 1868, the

sum of fifteen thousand dollars " was allowed for build-

ings, — workshop, laundry, etc.,— to be paid when a

similar sum had actually been raised by the friends of

the institution." But as the experiment of a public

laundry was abandoned, and the building would soon

demand such extensive repairs and alterations as would

far exceed the appropriation, it was decided to let this

remain until a sufficient sum could be raised for such

new buildings, alterations, and improvements as the

proper reorganization of the school demanded. Ac-

cordingly the trustees applied to the legislature, and
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their petition was referred to the committee on charita-

ble institutions, who reported unanimously in its favor,

urging the claim as follows :
—

" It would be a waste of words to urge the claim which blind

children have for a full share of the means of instruction which

the state accords to all the 3'oung. They have even stronger

claims than common children; they carry a burden in their infir-

mit}', because thej' come mostly' of poor and humble parents ; and

because, without special instruction and training, the^' are almost

certain, sooner or later, to become a public charge. All children

have a right to instruction. The children of the rich are sure to

get it ; and the state is bound, alike by duty and interest, to see

that none lacks the means of obtaining it. . . .

" The trustees ask that the commonwealth will furnish them

with the means of educating her blind children in some slight de-

gree proportionate to the means she has so liberally furnislied for

educating her seeing children. Tbcy do not ask it as a charit}',

but tlic}' expect it as a part of tlie obligation early assumed to

educate ever}- son and daughter of the commonwealth. For her

seeing children Massachusetts opens primary, grammar and high

schools. Every town is required by law to provide adequate in-

struction, free, for all seeing children of suitable age. . .

" We believe that blind children have the same claim upon the

state for education as seeing children, and that their needs are

greater ; that the commonwealth owes to her blind children the

opportunities for better education than those hitherto enjo3-ed,

which have been confined almost entirely to merely elementary

studies ; that she is abundantly' able to furnish them means, and

cannot afford to withhold them ; that she has an institution where

these children can be educated more cheaply and more successfully

than in an}- other institution in the world, and that every consid-

eration of economy and of humanitj- appeals to the legislature to

place at the disposal of the trustees of this institution the moans

of increasing its usefulness, and of enlarging and perfecting the

efforts which have made the Massachusetts institution for the

blind an honor to the commonwealth and a blessing to mankind."

13
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This report closed with the following resolve, which,

as here amended, passed both branches of the legisla-

ture unanimously :
—

^'- Besolved, That there be allowed and paid to the trustees

of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for the

Blind the sum of eighty thousand dollars, and the same is hereby

appropriated, for the pui'pose of erecting suitable buildings for the

use of the institution, the same to be paid from time to time in

instalments, as may be certified to be necessar}^ by the trustees

:

provided, that no portion of the said sum shall be paid until the

said trustees shall have conveyed to the commonwealth, by a good

and sufficient deed, and free from all incumbrances, the laud on

w^hich the buildings to be erected shall stand, and so much ad-

jacent thereto as the governor and council shall require ; an4

until the plans for said buildings shall have been approved b}' the

governor and council."

This resolve was passed in 1869, and in accordance

with its terms the corporation deeded the required por-

tion of land to the commonwealth. But the sura

granted was insufficient to accomplish all the necessary

changes, and in order to meet the conditions of the

appropriation of fifteen thousand dollars made in the

preceding year, contributions to a similar amount were

raised among the friends of the blind. The plans for

buildings were prepared, submitted to the governor and

council, and approved by them, and the work was soon

commenced. Four dwelling-houses were erected on

Fourth street, and a schoolhouse, with recitation and

music-rooms, was built at a convenient distance. The

premises occupied by the new buildings were divided

from those on which the old structure stood by a fence.

This arrangement afforded easy and pleasant means for

entire separation of the sexes. The cottages, with the
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as the few tools around the mason— his trowel, ham-

mer, and mortar — when he raises the substantial

fabric of wall or house ; but those which he employed

seemed as if they were forged in the fire of his enthu-

siasm and made resistless. He was tireless in his en-

deavors for the amelioration of the condition of the

blind, and his achievements in then* behalf will always

stand out like the majestic purple of the clouds against

the azure sky of philanthropy. When the experience

of years and the growth of the school under his imme-

diate care demanded improved methods, Dr. Howe was

among the first to "read the signs of the times," and re-

organized his work upon a better system. During the

later years of his life he labored especially to remove

the school from the class of charitable institutions, and

to put it on the same footing with other educational

establishments. His work was taken up and carried on

in the same spirit, and the final act necessary to remove

from it entu-ely the idea of an asylum was accomplished

when, at a meeting of the corporation held Oct. 3, 1877,

it was " Voted, that the institution shall hereafter be

called and known by the name of Perkins Institution

AND Massachusetts School for the Blind."

The means for the support of the establishment are

supplied by the same sources as when first established.

The state of Massachusetts gradually increased its an-

nual appropriation from six thousand dollars in 1833 to

thirty thousand dollars in 1869. The other New Eng-

land states continue to pay in proportion to the number

of then* pupils ; and friends of the blind have aided

from time to time by donations and bequests.

The character of the institution has always been that
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of a school for blind youth of both sexes. Its main

object has been from the beginning to furnish them with

the means and facilities for a thorough practical educa-

tion, and thus to enable them to depend upon their own

exertions for their support, and to become useful and

happy members of society. To compass this end a

system of instruction was gradually arranged which,

although not differing in its principal features from

those employed in educational establishments for seeing

youth, was, in some of its details, better adapted to

the requirements of the class of children for whose

special benefit it was intended. This system was sound

in principle, practical in its methods, broad in its pur-

poses, and liberal in its policy. It aimed at the full

development of the energies and capacities of the blind,

and embraced the following instrumentalities :
—

First, instruction in such branches of study as con-

stitute the curriculum of our best common schools and

academies.

SeconcUj/, lessons and practice in music, both vocal and

instrumental.

Thirdly, systematic instruction in the theory and

practice of the art of tuning pianofortes.

Fourthly, training in one or more simple trades, and

work at some mechanical or domestic occupation.

Fifthly, regular gymnastic drill under the care of

competent teachers, and plenty of exercise in the open

air.

The main object of this comprehensive system was to

unfold the mental faculties and strengthen the bodily

powers of the blind in definite order ; to cultivate in

them the aesthetic element and prepare them for liberal
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professions ; to train them up in industrious and virtuous

habits ; to develop to the utmost extent all their faculties

and aptitudes ; and lastly, to make them hardy and self-

reliant, so that they might go out into the world, not to eat

the bread of charity, but to earn a livelihood by honest

work. A comparison of the present condition of the

blind of New England with that of fifty years ago will

show that this system has proved a complete success

and produced abundant fruit, and that the institution,

conceived in the benevolence of the citizens of Boston,

and nurtured by the tender and fostering care of such

distinguished men as Jonathan Phillips, Peter C. Brooks,

Thomas H. Perkins, Samuel Appleton, Samuel May,

Edward Brooks, William Oliver, and a host of others,

has kindled in America the Promethean fire of enlight-

enment for the sightless, and wrought a wonderful revo-

lution in the realm of humanity.

VI.— Instruction and Training of Laura Bridgman.

An account of this institution would be incomplete if

it failed to mention the remarkable success achieved in

the education of Laura Bridgman. Cases of combined

loss (or lack) of sight, hearing and speech are so ex-

tremely rare, that able writers and philosophers had dis-

cussed the possibility of teaching beings so deprived of

the senses necessary for communion with their fellows

any systematic language for such intercourse. But no

such person seems to have come to the knowledge of

these teachers and philosophers, and it was considered

an open question whether such education were possible,

when Dr. Howe, having found " in a little village in the

mountains a pretty and lively girl about six years old.
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who was totally blind and deaf, and who had only a

very indistmct sense of smell," resolved to try the experi-

ment of establishing a means of communication between

the human soul thus buried in darkness and silence and

the world outside.

Laura Bridgman was born at Hanover, N.H., Dec.

21, 1829. She was a bright, pretty infant, but very

delicate, and subject to fits until she was eighteen

months old, when her health began to improve, and at

two years of age she was an active, intelligent and

healthy child. She was then suddenly prostrated by a

fever, which raged violently for seven weeks, and de-

prived her entirely of the senses of sight and hearing,

and blunted those of taste and smell. For five months

she lay in a darkened room ; and two years had passed

before her heahh was fully restored. Though thus de-

prived of most of the usual means of communication

with others, she was interested in things about her, and

showed a desire to learn. She soon began to make a

language of her own ; and had a sign to indicate her

recognition of each member of the family. Her power

of imitation led her to repeat what others did, and by

means of this faculty she had learned to sew a little,

and to knit. When Dr. Howe first saw her, he de-

scribed her as having " a well-formed figure ; a strongly-

marked, nervous-sanguine temperament; a large and

beautifully-shaped head; and the whole system in healthy

action." Her parents were willing to allow the trial of

Dr. Howe's plan of teaching their unfortunate child, and

on the 4th of October, 1837, she was brought to the

institution.

The fii-st lessons were given by taking small articles
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of common use, such as a keij^ a pen, etc., having labels

pasted upon them with their names in raised letters,

and allowing her to feel of these very carefully, over

and over again, until she came to associate the word

thus printed with the article itself; and when shown

the name apart from the object, would at once bring the

object which the name called for. In order to teach

her the value of the individual letters of which these

names were composed, short monosyllabic words were

first selected, such as pin and pen ; and by repeatedly

examining these, she came to perceive that they con-

sisted of three separate signs or characters, and that

the middle sign of one differed from the middle sign of

the other. The task of teaching these early lessons was

a very slow one ; but Laura began by being a willing

and patient imitator, even before she had any concep-

tion of the meaning or object of these lessons ; and

when, by degrees, some idea of their signification

dawned upon her, her delight was so unmistakably

manifested, and her zeal and interest became so great,

that the slow process became a pleasant work. After

learning to associate the printed names upon the labels

with the articles, the letters were given her on detached

pieces of paper, and she was taught to arrange them so

as to spell the words which she had already learned

upon the labels. She was next supplied with a set of

metal types with the letters of the alphabet cast upon

theu' ends, and a board containing square holes, into

which the types could be set, so that only the letters

upon the ends could be felt above the surface ; and with

these she soon learned to spell the words which she

knew, as she had with the paper slips. After several

14
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weeks of this practice she was taught to make the dif-

ferent letters by the position of her fingers, and thus

dispense with the more cumbrous aid of board and

types. About three months were spent in thus teach-

ing her the names of some common objects, and the

means of expressing them by setting up type, or by the

manual alphabet. She was so eager to learn the name

of every object with which she came in contact that

much time was spent in teaching her these. Next came

words expressing positive qualities ; then the use of

prepositions ; and she easily acquired the use of some

active verbs, such as to ivalk^ to run, to sew, etc., al-

though the distinctions of mood and tense came later.

The process of teaching was necessarily so slow, that,

notwithstanding the unusual quickness of apprehension

and eagerness to learn, she had attained only about the

same command of language as that possessed by ordi-

nary children at three years of age when she had been

under instruction twenty-six months, and was ten years

old. But as she now possessed the means for the ac-

quirement of all knowledge, and she became capable of

expressing her own thoughts, feelings and impressions,

the process of teaching her and watching the develop-

ment of her moral and intellectual nature became more

and more interesting. Her sense of touch became more

acute, and there was some improvement in the senses

of taste and smell. Laura seems to have possessed an

innate love of neatness and modesty which, even in

early childhood, prevented her from ever transgressing

the rules of propriety. She had a bright and sunny

disposition, which delighted in fun and merriment ; an

affectionate and sympathetic nature, and a ready confi-
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instruction to the pupils. On the 19th of May of the

same year, three other children were added to their

number, and with the six a school was opened at No.

47 Mercer street. The experiment proved a success,

as was anticipated; and at the end of the year 1833

the institution was removed to its present location on

Ninth avenue. During his connection with the school,

Dr. Russ devised, among other educational facilities, a

phonetic alphabet which showed some ingenuity, but

did not come into use. He resigned his place in 1836,

and was succeeded by Mr. Silas Jones in August of that

year ; but he continued to manifest, from time to time,

great interest in the improvement of educational appli-

ances for the blind. He was the first projector and

advocate of the horizontal system of point writing, and

the alphabet in that system which he arranged in the

year 1862 and 1863 is identical in its main principles

with that which is used in many American institutions

to-day, and differs from it only in some of the minor

details. A little sheet which was periodically published

by Dr. Russ, under the title of the " Experiment," for the

purpose of explaining and illustrating his contrivances,

bears ample testimony to this statement. Among other

things, the doctor devised a method of printing between

the lines on both sides of the paper, which was readily

adopted at the Paris school for the blind in 1867, and

from that institution was carried to England by Dr. T.

R. Armitage, who, although always eager to profit by

inventions in this direction, does not seem inclined to

disclose any of his own. Fortunately, however, there

is no danger of great loss to the blind in general from

secrecy of this kind, for the real value of the con-
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trivances made in such a spirit seldom exceeds the cost

of the ink and paper required for their description.

With regard to the early administrations of the New
York institution, it may be said that no one was thor-

oughly successful, and the progress of the school was

retarded by the want of an efficient head to direct its

affairs. In 1845, Mr. James F. Chamberlain was

elected superintendent, and under his management an

era of prosperity and advancement dawned for the

establishment.

The third American institution was founded in Phila-

delphia, by the society of friends, on the 5th of March,

1833. A house was soon provided, and the services of

Mr. Julius R. Friedlander, as principal, were secured by

the managers. Mr. FMedlander was of German origin,

and began to occupy himself with the blind in the year

1828, when he resided for a little while at the school

in Paris. He continued this study in London, and

finally entered the institution for the blind at Bruchsal,

in the grand duchy of Baden, as sub-master. The

description which the duke of Saxe Weimer had given

of the city of Philadelphia, and of the hospitality of its

inhabitants, produced in the mind of Friedlander an

earnest desire to expatriate himself in order to establish

in that city an institution for the education of sightless

children. He organized the school with great care and

deliberation ; gave exhibitions of the attainments of his

pupils before the legislatures of Pennsylvania, Delaware

and New Jersey, and obtained appropriations for the

support of beneficiaries from each of these states, and

later from that of Maryland. The institution occupied

its present location on Race street in October, 1836.
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Mr. Friedlander was obliged to spend the winter of that

year in the West Indies, for the restoration of his im-

paired health ; and his place was temporarily supplied

by Mr. Sprout, assistant instructor, and Mr. A. W. Pen-

niman, a graduate from the New England school. Mr.

Friedlander returned from the South on the 4th of

March, 1839, and died at the institution on the 17th of

the same month, lamented by managers, teachers and

pupils, and was succeeded by Dr. Joshua Roades, who

subsequently became superintendent of the Illinois insti-

tution for the blind, where he remained until near the

end of his life.

Ohio comes next in order in the good work of the

education of the blind. The idea of establishing a

school in Columbus for that purpose was first con-

ceived by Dr. William M. Awl, as early as 1835.

Through his efforts, on the 11th of March, 1836, the

legislature passed a resolution, by which he, with two

others, Dr. James Hodge and Col. N. H. Swayne, were

appointed trustees to collect information in relation to

the instruction of the blind, and submit a report to the

next general assembly. Circulars were at once sent to

the justices of the peace in all the townships in the

state ; and in order to create a public interest in the

subject, Dr. S. G. Plowe was invited to lend his assist-

ance. He promptly off"ered his services, and in the

latter part of December, 1836, he appeared before the

legislature and a large number of influential persons

who were gathered at the state-house, and made a

stirring address which, supplemented by an exhibition

of the attainments of three of his pupils whom he had

brought with him, made so deep an impression upon
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the cominunity in general, and upon the minds of the

representatives of the people in particular, that in

April, 183 T, an act incorporating the institution was

triumphantly passed, and an appropriation for com-

mencing the building made. The school was organized

by Mr. A. W. Penniman, who was recommended to

the trustees by Dr. Howe, and on the 4th of July,

1837, was publicly opened in the Fu-st Presbyterian

church in Columbus. Maps, globes, books and all

other educational appliances and apparatus for the

young institution were prepared in this establishment,

and there exists in our records a copy of a long and

exceedingly interesting letter, addressed by Dr. Howe

to Dr. Awl, in which a complete plan of buildings

adapted to the wants of the blind is sketched. I need

hardly add in this connection that long experience,

keen observation, and mature reflection had so essen-

tially modified Dr. Howe's early views on this point,

that he became the irreconcilable foe to expensive

piles of bricks and mortar and vast congregations of

human beings under one roof, and the enthusiastic and

irresistible advocate of the family or cottage system.

The fifth American institution was founded in the

state of Virginia ; and the following letter of Dr.

Howe, dated Boston, March 14, 1837, and addressed

to Rev. W. S. Plummer, of Richmond, clearly shows

its origin :
—

'O'

"Dear Sir, — With this letter j'ou will receive a copy of our

annual report for the past year. Has an3'thing been done 3'et

towards establishing an institution for the education of the blind

in your section of the countr}-? If not, the work should be com-

menced, and that soon ; for since Providence has pointed out the
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way by which so much knowledge and happiness and benefit, both

to soul and body, may be conferred upon this hitherto neglected

class, it seems to me imperative upon us to be acting in it.

"I would gladly have visited Virginia with my pupils on my

return from Ohio ; but strong necessity bade me return here at

once.

'• I feel confident that if the subject could be brought before the

public and 3'our legislature, the foundation of a noble establish-

ment which would confer benefit through future ages might be laid

broad and deep. I believe, too, that a more vivid impression

could be made now, while the subject is comparatively new, than

hereafter.

" Can I in an}' way be useful in such an undertaking? I shall

have a vacation and short release from my duties here in May. I

would gladl}^ devote the time to any effort for the benefit of. the

blind in any other section of the country, provided there was a

reasonable hope of success, and prospect of cooperation from

others. Will you give me your views on the subject?

" With much respect, truly yours,

"S. G. Howe."

The words of this letter found a peculiarly congenial

soil for fruition in the tender heart of Mr. Plummer,

and a correspondence ensued between the two philan-

thropists which resulted in an arrangement for a visit

of Dr. Howe, with three of his pupils, to Vu-ginia.

Meanwhile the proposition of Mr. F. A. P. Barnard, of

New York, to unite the deaf-mutes with the blind, was

accepted, and a combined exhibition was given before

the legislature in Richmond, in January, 1838, which

produced the desired effect. On the 31st of March of

the same year the bill to incorporate a dual institution

for the deaf-mutes and the blind was passed, and the

sum of twenty thousand dollars was appropriated for

the purpose of procuring a suitable site and erecting

15
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thereon the necessary buildings, together with ten thou-

sand dollars for the support of the establishment. A
board of visitors was appointed during Governor Camp-

bell's administration, and, after some delay for prelimi-

nary arrangements, the two schools of the institution at

Staunton got into full operation, with the Kev. Joseph

D. Tyler as principal of the department for deaf-mutes

and Dr. J. C. M. Merrillat of that for the blind. Vir-

ginia's example of bringing the two classes together

under one organization and government was unfor-

tunately followed by eight other states, three of which

— those of Louisiana, Minnesota and Michigan—
have dissolved the unnatural and vexatious union, and

formed separate institutions for each class.

Next to Virginia, Kentucky fell into the line of the

good cause. The first attempt to induce the legislature

of that state to establish a school for the blind was

prompted by a former pupil of Dr. Howe, Mr. Otis Patten,

in 18-40 ; but, so far as I can judge from the correspon-

dence which I have before me, it was not crowned with

success. Mr. Patten wrote to his teacher and friend of

the failure ; and from Dr. Howe's reply, dated July 7th,

1841, I make the followmg extract : — " Do not attempt

anything unless you are sure that every possible pro-

vision has been made for every possible contingency. I

have it very much to heart to see institutions for the

instruction of the blind built up in every part of the

country, and I would willingly make any personal sacri-

fice or eflfort to efi"ect it. If it is thought I can be of any

use, I will come to Louisville and take the matter in

hand. I will devote myself entirely to it, and ask no

compensation for my time or expenses." On the loth
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of November of the same year, Dr. Howe addressed a

letter to Dr. J. B. Flint, of Louisville, on the subject, in

which, after referring to Mr. Patten's earnest efforts, he

speaks as follows: — " I am very desirous of making the

attempt this winter myself, with the aid of two of my

pupils, to persuade your legislature to some immediate

action on the subject, and if I can obtain a hearing I am

sure I shall succeed." Arrangements were at once made,

and Dr. Howe, with his two favorite pupils, Abby and'

Sophia Carter, proceeded to Kentucky, where— joined

by Mr. William Chapin, then superintendent of the Ohio

institution, with some of his best pupils— they gave

together an exhibition before the legislature. On the

5th of February, 1842, an institution was incorporated

by an act of the general assembly, and visitors or mana-

gers were soon appointed. A suitable house was rented

in Louisville, which was furnished by the libe.rality of the

inhabitants of that city, who also generously contributed

funds sufficient to sustain the institution during the first

six months of its infancy ; and the school was opened

on the 9th of May, with Mr. Bryce Patten as director,

Mr. Otis Patten as teacher, and five pupils, whose num-

ber increased to ten before the end of the year.

On his way to Kentucky, Dr. Howe stopped at Col-

umbia, South Carolina, and made a strong plea in behalf

of the blind before the legislature of that state. From

a long correspondence relating to the preliminary ar-

rangements of this visit I make a few extracts, which

are characteristic of the great champion of humanity.

In a letter dated July 4th, 1841, and addressed to Dr.

H. S. Dickenson, of Charleston, Dr. Howe speaks as

follows : — "I am inclined to the opinion that no pre-
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paration will be necessary ; because I have not the

slightest doubt about being able to carry the feelings of

your legislators entirely away with the subject. I do

not mean that I have any peculiar power of enlisting

the feelings, so far from it, the very absence of eloquence

gives additional effect to the irresistible appeal which

the blind children themselves make." To governor T.

P. Richardson, Dr. Howe wrote as follows on the sub-

ject : — "I deshe most ardently, before taking my hand

from the plough, to see schools for the blind estab-

lished in every part of the country, or at least provision

made for theii' support. With this view I intend to ad-

dress the legislature of South Carolina this winter, and

so endeavor to induce them to do for the blind of the

state what they do for the deaf and dumb, viz., make

an appropriation for their education." To his friend,

Dr. Francis Lieber, who was then professor of history

and politicail economy in the South Carolina college, at

Columbia, Dr. Howe wrote as follows on the 30tli of

November, 1841:— "It has occurred to me that you

might be of essential service to the cause of the blind, if

you would exert your influence to create an interest in

this subject. From Columbia I shall go to Kentucky,

where I think an institution will be founded immediately.

I am very desirous of seeing ample provision made in

every part of my country for the education of the blind,

and I doubt not I shall be gratified."

Yes, Dr. Howe's most ardent wishes in this direction

were fulfilled ; for, in addition to the above-named states,

twenty-four others established institutions in the follow-

ing chronological order : — Tennessee, 1844 ; Indiana,

1847; Illinois, 1849; North Carolina, 1849; Wiscon-
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sill, 1850; Missouri, 1851; Georgia, 1852; Maryland,

1853; Michigan, 1854; South Carolina, 1855; Texas,

1856 ; Alabama, 1858 ; Arkansas, 1859 ; California,

1860; Minnesota, 1862; Kansas, 1867; New York

State, 1867; West Virginia, 1870 ; Oregon, 1872; Col-

orado, 1874 ; Nebraska, 1875. Thus twenty-nine States

support their own institutions for the education of the

blind, while the rest make provision for the instruction

of their sightless children in the nearest schools.

European and American Institutions Compared.

In order to measure and compare the value and im-

portance of the schools of Europe and of this country

correctly and fairly, it is necessary to look at the prin-

ciples which underlie them and the purpose with which

they are administered.

In most of the European institutions the prevailing

idea is, that what is done for the blind is in the spirit of

favor and charity, rather than of right and obligation.

The liberal and elevating influences of a free and

thorough education, which alone can . assist this afflicted

class to rise above the clouds of ignorance and common

prejudice, and breath the free air of independence, are

wanting, and a depressing atmosphere of social inferiority

and dependence surrounds them. A large number of the

so-called schools, especially those in Great Britain, are

mere asylums, chiefly supported by annual contributions,

which are made and received in the nature of alms.

This helps to strengthen and perpetuate what it is most

desirable to destroy, namely, the old, unhappy and dis-

advantageous association in the public mind of blindness

with beggary. But even in those establishments which
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are endowed and supported by the governments, the

pupils are brought up under such influences as favor the

segregation of the blind into a class by themselves, and

are neither inspired with those higher views of man's

dignity and self-respect, nor fired up with that uncon-

querable desire for usefulness and self-maintenance

which are so indispensable for their success in life.

Hence the greatest number of their graduates relapse

into their original state of inanition, and the glimmering

of happiness which they have caught while under in-

struction is followed by a doubly dark and wretched

future. The fact that even so eminent a man as Penjon,

who held a professorship of mathematics at the college

of Angers for thirty years with success and distinction,

spent the latter part of his life, either willingly or from

force of circumstances, amidst the misery of the hospice

cles Qidnze-Vingts, illustrates strikingly the unfavorable

effects of early education and training at so famous a

school as that of Paris.

The most valuable distinctive feature of the Ameri-

can institutions is that they constitute an integral part

of the educational system of the country. Their exist-

ence is planted in the letter and nourished by the liberal

spirit of its fundamental laws. They are the creations

of justice and equity, and not the offspring of charity

and favor. Thus the right of the blind to participate

in all the educational benefits provided for every child

in the commonwealth is acknowledged by the state in

its sovereign capacity ; and since they cannot be taught

in the common schools, an express provision is made

for their instruction. This policy has acted very favora-

bly upon the blind. It has strengthened their good im-
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pulses, and fostered in them an upward tendency and

noble determination to become useful and independent.

It has inspired them with self-respect, and made them

aim at a higher place in the social scale than they would

otherwise have sought. The fruits of this policy began

to appear soon after the organization of the American

institutions. As early as 1837, Madame Eugenie Nibo-

yet made the following remarks on the schools of this

country in her valuable work entitled Des aveugles et de

lew education:— "The American institutions, recently

founded, are in many respects much superior to that of

Paris." Again she says elsewhere : — " The Americans

have left us behind. The pupil has become stronger

(plus fort) than the master."

Another distinctive feature in the American schools

is the spirit of individual independence and self-reliance

which Dr. Howe breathed into the system of education

and training which he arranged for the sightless chil-

di'en of New England, and which was afterwards more

or less copied everywhere. He taught the blind that

the maxim, " Heaven helps those who help themselves,"

is a well-tried one, embodying in a small compass the

results of vast human experience. He inculcated

among them the healthy doctrine of self-help as the

most potent lever to raise them in the social scale ; and

as soon as it was understood and carried into action,

ignorance and dependence upon alms and charity were

reduced to their minimum : for the two principles are

directly antagonistic ; and what Victor Hugo says of the

pen and the sword applies alike to them :
" This kills

that." I can give no better estimate of the powers of

the great philanthropist in this respect than the one
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made by Mr. George Combe in his "Tour in the United

States," vol. I. p. 228, which runs as follows :— "It ap-

pears to us that Dr. Howe has a bold, active, enterpris-

ing mind, and to a certain extent he impresses his own

character on the minds of his pupils. He enlarges the

practical boundaries of their capacities by encouraging

them to believe in the greatness of their natural ex-

tent."

In bringing this sketch to a close, I must add that

the blind have availed themselves of the advantages

offered by the schools, and have proved that in the

stream of life they are not mere straws thrown upon the

water to mark the direction of the current, but that

they have within themselves the power of strong swim-

mers, and are capable of striking out for themselves ; of

buffeting with the waves, and directing their own inde-

pendent course to some extent. Thus they have fur-

nished a remarkable illustration of what may be effected

by the energetic development and exercise of faculties,

the germs of which at least are in every human heart.

All which is respectfully submitted.

M. Anagnos.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Among the pleasant duties incident to the close of the j'ear is

that of expressing our heartfelt thanks and grateful acknowledg-

ments to the following artists, litterateurs^ societies, proprietors,

managers, editors and publishers, for concerts and various musi-

cal entertainments ; for operas, oratorios, lectures, readings, and

for an excellent supply of periodicals and weekly papers, minerals

and specimens of various kinds.

As I have said in previous reports, these favors are not onl^- a

source of pleasure and happiness to our pupils, but also a valuable

means of aesthetic culture, of social intei-course, and of mental

stimulus and improvement. As far as we know, there is no com-

munity in the world which does half so much for the gratification

and improvement of its unfortunate members as that of Boston

does for our pupils.

I. — Acknowledgments for Concerts and Operas in the City.

To the Harvard Musical Association, through its president, Mr.

John S. Dwight, for fifty season-tickets to eight symphony con-

certs. The blind of New England are under great and lasting

obligations to this association for the uncommon musical advan-

tages which it has always extended to them in the most liberal

and friendly manner since the inauguration of its concerts.

To Messrs. Tompkins & Hill, proprietors of the Boston Theatre,

for admitting parties in unlimited numbers to ten operas.

To the Handel and Haydn Society, through its president, Mr.

C. C. Perkins, and its secretary, Mr. A. Parker Browne, for tickets

to the oratorio of " St. Paul," Mozart's " Requiem," Beethoven's

"Mount of Olives," and the public rehearsal of Bach's Passion

music.
16
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To the Boston Philharmonic Society, for admission to five public

rehearsals.

To Mr. C. C. Perkins, for tickets to the Dwight testimonial

concert, to the Wulf Fries testimonial concert, and to five of

the Euterpe concerts.

To Dr. Louis Maas, for admission to his orchestral concert,

given for the benefit of the printing-fund of this institution.

To Mr. Benjamin Bates, for admission to one opera at the

Gaietj' Theatre ; and to Miss Jessy Cochrane, to one operetta at

the Boston Museum.

To the managers of the Tremont Temple, through the kindness

of deacon Charles A. Roundy, for an invitation to attend the

performance of the oratorio "Elijah" by the Handel and Haj'dn

Society, two Morgan organ and harp matinees, and four Swan

organ recitals.

To Mr. Joseph Winch, for admission to the oratorio of " Sam-

uel" in Phillips church.

To the Apollo and Cecilia clubs, through the kindness of their

secretary, Mr. Arthur Reed, for tickets to six concerts each.

To Boylston club, through Mr. G. L. Osgood, director, and

Mr. F. H. Ratcliffe, secretary, for tickets to three concerts.

To the following distinguished artists we are under great obliga-

tions for admitting our pupils to their concerts : Mr. B. J. Lang,

to two concerts and three rehearsals of the " Damnation of Faust,"

by Berlioz ; to Mr. W. H. Sherwood, to four concerts ; to Mr.

Ernst Perabo, to two ; to Mr. Arthur Foote, to eight ; to M. Otto

Bendix, to two ; to Madame Dietrich Strong, to one ; to Mr.

J. A. Conant, to one ; to Mr. Oeorg Henschel, to one recital

;

and to Mr. J. W. Brackett, to one of the Satter concerts.

We are also indebted to the managers of Dudley Hall for

admission to four historical concerts ; to Dr. E. Tourj^e, director

of the New England conservatory, to four concerts, three organ

recitals, and to all the performances of the festival week ; to Mr.

Henry M. Dunham, to four organ recitals, and to Mr. John A.

Preston to three ; to Rev. J. J. Lewis, and Mr. A. G. Ham, to

several concerts in the Universalist church. South Boston ; to the

Broadway Methodist Society, through Dr. L. D. Packard, to a
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course of lectures and concerts; and to Mr. B. W. Williams, to

three jubilee concerts.

II. — Aclcnoivledgments for Concerts given in our Hall.

For a series of fine concerts given from time to time in the

music-hall of the institution we are greatly indebted to the follow-

ing artists :
—

To Mr. Ernst Perabo, assisted by one of his pupils, Miss Amy
Marc}' Chene}'.

To Madame Marie Fries Bishop, assisted by Mrs. Georgie Pray,

Miss Louisa Fries, Mr. John Little, and Mrs. Alice Lee ISIcLaugh-

lin, reader.

To Mr. Wulf Fries and daughter.

To Madame Rametti, assisted b}' Miss Jessj' Rametti, Mrs. G.

Gibbs, Mrs. Freeman Cobb, Miss Ella Chamberlain, Mr. John F.

"Winch, and Mr. Henry Pra3\

To Madame Dietrich Strong, Mr. Gustav Dannreuther, and

Mrs. H. M. Knowles.

To Mrs. Dr. Fenderson, Mrs. Freeman Cobb, and Mr. George

Parker.

To M. Alfred de S^ve, M. Otto Bendix, Miss Annie Lawrence,

Miss Sarah Winslow, Miss Daisy Terry, Mrs. H. T. Spooner, Mr.

and Mrs. J. C. Miller, and Mr. Arthur T. Burns.

To Dr. Louis Maas, for a pianoforte recital.

To St. Augustine's sanctuary choir, directed by Mr. Albert

Meyers, and assisted by Miss Nellie McLaughlin, Miss Nellie

Moore, Miss Cecilia Mooney, Mr. J. G. Lennon, and Mr. J. P.

Leah}', elocutionist.

To Mr. Eugene Tha^-er, for a series of organ concerts, assisted

by Miss Osgood (violinist), Mrs. Geraldine Morris (vocalist),

Miss Black, and Mr. Harris.

///.— Acknowledgments for Lectures and Headings.

For a series of lectures and readings our thanks are due to the

following kind friends: Rev. E. E. PLalc, D.D., Dr. L. B. Fen-

derson, Mrs. Annie D. C. Hardy, Mrs. Alice McLaughlin, Miss
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Jenny Morrison, Miss Selma Borg, Miss E. V, Adams, Miss

Emma Clifford, and Miss Stratton.

IV.— Acknowledgments for Tangible Objects, Specimens, etc.

For a collection of specimens, curiosities and tangible objects

of various kinds, we are greatly indebted to the following persons :

Mr. Clement Rj'der, Mr. David Denio, Mr. James R. Cocke, Mr.

Charles H. Dillaway, Miss M. C. Moulton, Mr. William C. Howes,

Miss Sophia Ann Wolfe, Mr. William P. Garrison, and Mr. John

N. Marble.

We are also under great obligations to Mrs. S. N. Russell of

Pittsfield, Mass., and Mrs. Henry Farnam of New Haven, Conn.,

for generous and useful gifts to our girls ; to Automatic Organ

Compan}', for one of their instruments ; and to Rev. Photius Fiske,

for several acts of kindness and thoughtfulness performed at various

times and in various ways.

V.— Acknowledgments for Periodicals and Newspapers.

The editors and publishers of the following reviews, magazines

and semi-monthly and weekly papers, continue to be very kind

and liberal in sending us their publications gratuitously', which are

alwaj's cordially welcomed, and perused with interest :
—

The N. E. Journal of Education . . Boston, Mass.

The Atlantic

Boston Home Journal

The Christian

The Christian Register

The Musical Record

The Musical Herald

The Folio .

Littell's Living Age

Unitarian Review .

The Watchman

The Congregationalist

The Golden Rule .

The Missionary Herald

The Salem Register . . . . Salem,
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Scribner's Monthl}' . . . New York, N.Y.

St. Nicholas "

The Christian Union ... " "

The Journal of Speculative Philosophy " "

Journal of Health . . . Dansville, N. Y.

The Penn Monthlj' . . . Pliiladelplda, Penn.

Church's Musical Journal . . . Cincinnati, 0.

Our Reporter .... Little Rock, Ark.

Goodson Gazette, Va. Inst, for Deaf-Mutes and Blind.

Tablet . . . West Va. " " " "

Companion . . Minnesota Institute for Deaf-Mutes.

Mistletoe . . . Iowa Institute for the Blind.

II Mentore dei Ciechi .... Florence, Italy.

I desire again to render the most hearty thanks, in behalf of all

our pupils, to the kind friends who have thus nobly remembered

them. The seeds which their friendly and generous attentions

have sown have fallen on no barren ground, but will continue to

bear fruit in after years ; and the memory of many of these

delightful and instructive occasions and valuable gifts will be

retained through life.

M. Anagnos.
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Certificate of the Auditing Committee.

Boston, Oct. 11, 1881.

The undersigned, a committee appointed to examine the account of

the treasurer of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for

the Blind, for the year ending Sept. 30, 1881, have attended to that duty,

and hei'eby certify that they find the payments properly vouched, and the

accounts correctly cast, resulting in a balance of twenty-three thousand,

nine hundred and ninety-seven dollars, and three cents on hand, deposited

in the New England Trust Company to the credit of the institution.

The treasurer also exhibited to .us evidence of the following property

belonging to the institution, viz. :
—

$77,000

Harris Fund.

Notes secured by mortgage on real estate . . $70,000

1 bond Boston & Lowell Railroad Company . , 1 ,000

3 bonds Eastern Railroad Company . . . 3,000

3 bonds Chicago, Milwaukee, & St. Paul Railroad

Company 3,000

General Fund.

Notes secured by mortgage on real estate . . $38,000

2 bonds of Eastern Railroad, $500 each . . 1,000

30 shares Boston & Providence Railroad . . . 4,200

50 shares Fitchburg Railroad 6,374

Estate No. 11 Oxford street, Boston . . . 5,500

Estate No. 44 Prince street, Boston . . . 3,900

Estate No. 197 Endicott street, Boston . . . 2,300

Printing Fund.

Note $10,000

5 bonds of the Ottawa & Burlington Railroad . 5,550

5 bonds of the Kansas City, St. Joseph, & Council

Bluffs Railroad 6,200

2 bonds of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St.

Paul Railroad 2,000
23,750

$162,024

A. T. FROTHINGHAM, ) , ^. . ^
GEO. L. LOVETT, ^

AudUtng Committee.

17

61,274
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF TREASURER'S
ACCOUNT.

GENERAL FUND.

Dr.
1880-1881.

To cash paid on auditor's drafts .... $68,698 20

city of Boston for taxes . . . 177 84

insurance ...... 30 00

rent of box in Safe Deposit Vaults . 20 00

five rights on new stock in Fitchburg

Raikoad......
assessments on new stock in Fitchburg

Raikoad

land in Fifth street ....
24 00

500 00

10,389 75

$79,839 79

1880.

Oct. 1.

6.

10.

18.

23.

Nov. 2.

20.

27.

Dec. 9.

13.

29.

31.

31.

1881.

Jan. 1.

15.

Cr.

By balance from former account

Interest on note of $9,000, 6 months

5,000, 6 months

3,500, 6 months

From State of New Hampshire

dividend on Fitchburg Railroad shares

interest on Eastern Railroad bonds

Lowell Railroad bonds

State of Massachusetts

interest on note of $8,000, 6 months

3,500, 6 months

10,000, 6 months .

rents collected, R E. Apthorp, agent .

interest on deposit in New England Ti'ust Co

note of $5,000, 6 months .

interest on note of $8,000, 6 months

18,0C0, 6 months .

M. Anagnos, director, as per following:—
sale of books in raised print . . $507 07

n,227 43

270 00

150 00

105 00

3,575 00

135 00

90 00

25 00

7,500 00

240 00

122 50

300 00

234 82

126 45

125 00

200 00

540 00

tuning .....
W. D. Garrison, account of son

A. D. Cadwell, account of sou

Amounts carriedforward

500 00

150 00

100 00

[,257 07 $14,966 20
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Amounts brought forward . . . . . i

1881.

Jan. 15. From J. R. Cocke, account of self.

J. H. M'Cafferfcy, acct. of daughter,

Mrs. Heine, account of daughter .

town of Dedham, account of Mary
O'Hare

Mrs. Miiller, acct. of Henry Boesch,

State of New Hampshire, account

of B. F. Parker

J. J. Mundo, account of daughter .

receipts of work department :
—

for month of October, |1,3.33 66

November, 1,165 27

December, 983 52

1,257 07 114,966 20

Jan. 28.

29.

Mar. 23.

April 6.

16.

29.

150 00

50 00

25 00

28 10

125 00

22 00

25 00

3,482 45

dividend from Fitchburg Railroad Company ,

interest on Boston and Lowell Railroad bonds,

dividend from Boston and Providence Railroad,

State of Massachusetts....
interest on note of |15,000, 6 months .

5,000, 6 months .

25,000, 6 months .

State of Massachusetts . . .

interest on note of |9,000, 6 months

5,000, 6 months .

M. Anagnos, director, as per following:—
Mrs. Heine, account of daughter .

income legacy to Laura Bridgman,

W. D. Garrison, account of son

C. G. Dennison, acct. of daughter

.

A. D. Cadwell, account of son

J. H. M'Cafferty, account of

daughter .....
W. Easley, account of J. R. Cocke,

Mrs. Knowlton, acct. of daughter .

sale of old junk, etc. .

tablets ....
admission tickets

brooms, acct. of boys' shop,

books in raised print

tuning......
receipts of work department: —

for month of January, $845 70

February, 654 81

March, 1,023 05

$25 00

40 00

150 00

65 00

100 00

50 00

150 00

36 00

56 34

41 09

36 90

29 48

726 58

590 00

2,523 56

5,164 62

157 50

25 00

120 00

7,500 00

450 00

125 00

750 00

7,500 00

270 00

150 00

4,619 95

Amount carriedforward $41,798 27
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Amount brought fortoard .

1881.

May 28. From interest on note of

June 9.

11.

July 1.

Aug.

1.5.

.3.

6.

10.

30.

.000, 6 months

3,500, 6 months

10,000, 6 months

8,000, 6 months

5,000, 6 months

on balance at New England Trust Co
interest on note of $15,000, 6 months .

18,000, 6 months .

collected

State of Massachusetts ....
interest on Boston and Lowell Railroad bonds,

b-tate of New Hampshire

interest on Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad

bonds .

M. Anagnos, director, as per following:—
C. G. Dennison, acct. of daughter,

George E. Fairbanks, acct. of son,

Mrs. Miiller, acct. of Henry Boesch,

A. D. Cadwell, account of son

tuning

sale of old junk, etc,

books in raised print .

receipts of work department :
—

for month of April . $1,333 19

]\Iay . 1,093 74

June . 1,509 52

$60 00

100 00

125 00

50 00

200 00

30 52

524 46

3,936 45

State of Vermont.....
Rhode Island ....
Maine .....
Connecticut ....

dividend on Boston and Providence Railroad

bonds ..*...
rents collected by R. E. Apthorp, agent

interest on note .....
M. Anagnos, director, as per follovving: —
tuning ...... $335 59

sale of books in embossed print . 220 95

Mrs. Heine, account of daughter . 50 00

Mrs. Knowlton, acct. of daughter . 12 00

State Almshouse, account of A.

Sullivan 21 09

sale of old junk, etc. . . . 5 26

tablets . . . . 24 17

41,798 27

2^0 00

122 50

300 00

200 00

125 00

129 60

450 00

540 GO

18 66

7,500 00

25 00

3,150 00

150 00

5,026 43

2,300 00

3,100 00

3,4.-d0 00

3,775 00

120 00

328 69

125 00

687 50

Amounts carriedforward $669 06 $73,661 65
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Amounts broughtforward |669 06 |73,661 65
1881.

Aug. 30. From sale of brooms, acct. of boys' shop, 24 75

admission tickets . . 20 22

receipts of work department: —
for month of July . $1,140 01

August. 1,073 84

Sept. . 1,962 10

4,175 95
4,889 98

r8,551 63

Analysis of Treasurer's Account.

The treasurer's account shows that the total receipts for

the year were ........
Less cash on hand at the beginning of the year

!578,551 63

1,227 43

$77,324 20

Ordinary Receipts.

From the State of Massachusetts .

beneficiaries of other states and indi-

viduals

interest, coupons, and rents .

Extraordinary Receipts

From work department for sale of articles

made by the blind, etc. .

sale of embossed books and maps .

writing tablets .

tuning ......
sale of brooms, account of boys' shop
sale of old junk, etc.

admission tickets

$30,000 00

21,059 19

8,273 22

14,118 41

1,979 06

65 26

1,625 59

54 23

92 12

57 12

),332 41

17,991 79

$77,324 20

General Analysis of the Steward's Account.

Dr.

Amount in steward's hands Oct. 1, 1880 . $2,054 82
Receipts from auditors' drafts . . . 68,698 20
Due steward for supplies, etc., Oct. 1, 1881 . 1,185 01

Cr.

Ordinary expenses, as per schedule annexed .

Extraordinary expenses, as per schedule an-

nexed

$71,938 03

$47,290 82

24,647 21

$71,938 03
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Analysis of Expenditures for the Year ending Sept. 30, 1881,

AS per Steward's Account.

Meat, 26,131 lbs. .

Fish, 3,373 lbs.

Butter, 5,250 lbs. .

Rice, sago, etc.

Bread, flour, and meal

Potatoes and other vegetables .

Fruit

Milk, 21,182 quarts

Sugar, 5,938 lbs. .

Tea and coffee, 423 lbs. .

(TTOceries . . . •

Gas and oil .

Coal and wood

Sundry articles of consumx^tion

Salaries, superintendence, and instruction

Domestic wages

Outside aid ....
Medicines and medical aid

Furniture and bedding .

Clothing and mending .

Musical instruments

Expenses of tuning department

Expenses of boys' shop .

Expenses of printing-office

Expenses of stable .

Books, stationery, and apparatus

Ordinary construction and repairs

Taxes and insurance

Travelling expenses

Rent of office in town

Board of man and clerk during vacation

Sundries

Extraordinary Expenses.

Extraordinary construction and repairs .

Bills to be refunded

Beneficiaries of the Harris Fund .

Printing proceedings of meeting at Tremont

Temple

Expenses of work department

12,5-^8 57

190 10

1,601 08

47 22

1,743 54

611 96

305 12

1,098 44

576 27

140 58

681 23

414 30

2,950 87

417 92

15,513 85

3,882 21

274 53

51 09

1,936 57

25 22

290 00

827 47

84 53

5,922 82

215 21

2,507 75

1,498 29

356 50

204 02

250 00

51 00

72 56

17,783 78

36 19

880 00

288 55

15,658 69

$47,290 82

24,647 21

$71,938 03
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General Abstract of Account of Work Department,
Oct. 1, 1881,

Liahililies.

Due institution for investments since the

first date $42,117 59

Excess of expenditures over receipts . . 1,510 28
$43,657 87

Ass^ets.

Stock on hand Oct. 1, 1881 . . . $4,656 77

Debts due Oct. 1, 1881 .... 1,795 78
6,452 55

$37,205 32

Balance against work department, Oct. 1, 1881 . . . $37,205 32

Balance against work department, Oct. 1, 1880 . . . 36,018 99

$1,186 33

Dr.

Cash received for sales, etc., during the year, $14,118 41

Excess of expenditures over receipts during

the year 1,540 28
$15,658 69

Cr.

Salaries and wages paid blind persons . $3,435 03

Salaries paid seeing persons . . . 2,352 16

Sundries for stock, etc 9,871 50

$15,658 69
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Account of Stock, Oct. 1, 1881.

Real estate

Railroad stock

Notes

Harris fund

Printing fund

Household furniture

Provisions and supplies

Wood and coal .

Stock in work department

Musical department, viz.,

—

One large organ .

Four small organs

Forty-four pianos

Brass and reed instruments

Books in printing-oflBce

Stereotype plates

School furniture and apparatus

Musical library

Library of books in common type

Library of books in raised type

Boys' shop ....
Stable and tools

$5,500 00

750 00

10,800 00

900 00

f258, 189 00

11,574 00

38,000 00

80,761 25

45,273 94

16,700 00

1,304 60

3,302 49

4,656 77

17,950 00

5,700 00

2,800 00

6,700 00

625 00

2,400 00

6,000 00

108 IC

1,154 35

$503,199 50
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO PRINTING-FUND.

1881,

Jan. 1.

25.

27.

28.

29.

3.Feb.

10.

18.

19.

23.

24.

Mar. 3.

7.

15.

Received from Henry B. Rogers

Misses A. and M. Wigglesworth
Mrs. W. D. Pickman
Richard Sullivan

E. Whiting

Mrs. A. T. Nickerson

Mrs. S. E. Guild

Abby W. Turner

Annie M. Sweetser .

Mrs. E. P. Parker .

J. T., jun.

Mrs. J. Huntington Wolcott
Mrs. C. P. Curtis .

R. A. L. M. G.

Mrs. Caroline Merriam
Charles Merriam

Shepherd Brooks

Mrs. Eleanor Bennett

Mrs. Peter C. Brooks

Mrs. Peter C. Brooks, for L. Bridgman
John M. Forbes

Miss A. K. S. .

Charles E. Ware
Miss Alice Lockwood, Providen

Stephen Salisbury, Worcester
J. Howard Nichols .

Mrs. E. B. Bowditch
C. W. A. .

C. C. Jackson .

A. H. C. .

Mrs. G. Rowland Shaw
George W. Wales
Miss Sarah B. Fay .

J. I. Bowditch .

H. C. B. .

Anonymous
Mrs. C. H. Dalton .

Amount carried foncard

18

$1,000 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

25 00

100 00

100 00

50 00

50 00

200 00

50 00

50 00

100 00

.50 00^

75 00

'

100 00

150 00

50 00

1,000 00

5 00

50 00

25 00

1,000 00

25 00

50 00

53 50

50 00

20 00

50 00

100 00

500 00

100 00

20 00

1,544 70

100 00

$7,143 20
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Amount brought forward .

1881.

Mar. 15. Received from Mrs. A. C. Lodge

Miss A. C Lowell

Stephen G. Deblois

Mrs. S. P Sears

Henry Saltonstall

Mrs. Rebecca Conant

23. A Friend .

E. A. G. .

- Mrs. B. S. Rotch

Mrs. Samuel May
Miss A. W. May

26. J. P. Lyman .

R. J. Fellows .

James E. English

Mrs. Hoppin

H. Farnam

Mrs. A. G. Farnam

H. W. Farnam .

Dr. Dix .

Friend to Printing

31. A Friend .

Sito .

B. C. White .

April 6. W. E. Fette .

* George H. Lyman
Mrs. Tinkham .

Mrs. Sarah Aldrich

Miss Marian Russell

A Friend .

William Minot .

A Friend .

Oliver Ditson .

Arthur T. Lyman
Miss M. V. lasigi

Mrs. M. E. Lowell

Mrs. J. T. Coolidge

Mrs. S. T. Dana

A Friend .

A. B.

A Bostonian

Miss Palfrey

Anonymous
John A. Lowell

Augustus Lowell

May 6. George Gardner

8.

11.

14.

20.

29.

7,143 20

100 00

50 00

25 00

25 00

200 00

125 00

15 00

8 00

50 00

100 00

100 00

50 00

25 00

25 00

5 00

100 00

45 00

20 00

100 00

20 00

100 00

100 00

50 00

5 00

100 00

5 00

100 00

100 00

20 00

50 00

500 00

500 00

200 00

10 00

10 00

100 00

100 00

200 00

100 00

1,000 00

10 00

25 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

Amount carriedforward $12,016 20
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Amount hroughtforward .....
1881.

May 6. Received from Rev. Samuel A. Devens

S. S. of South Congregational Church

G. D. B. Blaiichaixi .

Mr., Mrs., and Miss Whitney
16. Mrs. Theodore Chase

Mrs. M. Davis .

« Miss M. J. Davis

"F." ....
Mrs. Susan O. Brooks

19. J. M. Prendergast .

Mrs. E. B. Bowditch

Miss H. P. Rogers .

"From a Friend" (through M. K
Baker)

Mrs. E. M. Baker .

"G. R." ....
Miss M. J. Garland .

Miss R. J. Weston .

Friends of Katie Grant

June 14. Miss M. A. Wales .

Mrs. S. S. Fay .

A Friend ....
Mrs. Robert Swan

20. Samuel Ward .

George L. Lovett

Miss Mary Pratt ,

30. Arthur Reed .

Miss Mary Russell .

A. D. Cadv^rell, Fairmont, Minn
" Friend D." .

Moses Hunt, on subscription of f1 ,000

Nathaniel Thayer
7. W. A. Grover .

15. Mrs. William Appleton .

William Amory
E. D. Barbour .

Samuel Eliot

William Lawrence

Mrs. Sarah W. Whitman .

" F." ....
A Friend ....

20. S. D. Warren .

Miss E. Howes .

H. P. Kidder .

Mrs. K. W. Sears

Amount carriedforward $31,712 20

July

112,016 20

50 00

25 00

25 00

50 00

30 00

10 00

5 00

10 00

1,000 00

25 00

450 00

5 00

500 00

100 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

15 00

50 00

1,000 00

100 00

15 00

500 00

25 00

500 00

10 00

5 00

5 00

5,000 00

100 00

5,000 00

1,000 00

500 00

1,000 00

200 00

100 00

50 00

50 00

20 00

5 00

1,000 00

100 00

1,000 00

46 00
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15.

25.

30.

Sept. 3.

22.

30.

in all)

Amount brought forward ....
1881.

July 20. Received from Moses Hunt (on i|l,000)

Mrs. H. A. Ames
Mrs. R. C. Winthrop

25. John A. Bnrnharn

Henry Saltonstall (SI,000

F. H. Peabody .

O. W. Peabody

Ignatius Sargent

J. R. Coolidge .

Miss A. G. Thayer .

J. R. Hall

.

C. J. Morrill .

H H. Hunnewell

C. H. Dalton .

28. "W."
"C. S. C."

Thomas G. Appleton

J. H. Beal

Aug. 3. George H. Chickering

Amos A. Lawrence .

Samuel Downer

Edward Lawrence

Ladies' Domestic Missionary Society

Portsmouth, N.H.

Moses Hunt (on |1,000)

R. P. Nichols .

Abbott Lawrence

Richard T. Parker .

Thomas Wigglesworth

Q. A. Shaw
H. B. Inches

Phillips Brooks .

Mrs. James Greenleaf

Martin Brimmer

E. F. Parker .

Mrs. Gibson

\Villiam H. Gardiner

Moses Hunt (on $1,000)

A Friend .

Mrs. Phenister, Chelsea

Mrs. L. D. James, Williamsburg

Mrs. H. A. Spelman

Charles Davis, jun. .

131,712 20

200 00

500 00

100 00

1,000 00

800 00

250 00

100 00

100 00

50 00

100 00

100 00

300 00

2,000 00

ioo 00

50 00

5 00

1,000 00

100 00

100 00

200 00

20 00

100 00

50 00

25 00

200 00

25 00

500 00

200 00

200 00

3,000 00

100 00

100 00

200 00

200 00

100 00

5 00

200 00

200 00

50 00

10 00

5 00

3 00

5 00

$44,365 20
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LIST OF EMBOSSED BOOKS

Printed at the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind.

TITLE OF BOOK.

Ch >

Howe's Blind Child's First Book
Howe's Blind Child's Second Book
Howe's Blind Child's Third Book
Howe's Blind Child's' Fourth Book
Howe's Cyclopaedia .

Baxter's Call ....
Book of Proverbs
Book of Psalms....
New Testament (small)

Book of Common Prayer .

Hymns for the Blind .

Pilgrim's Progress

Life of ]\Ielanchthon .

Natural Theology
Combe's Constitution of Man
Selections from the Works of Swedeuborg
Second Table of Logarithms
Philosophy of Natural History .

Huxley's Science Primers, Introductory
Memoir of Dr. Samuel G. Howe
Cutter's Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene
Viri Romte, new edition with additions
Musical Characters used by the seeing, with explanations
Guyot's Geography ....
Dickens's Child's History of England
Anderson's History of the United States
Higginson's Young Folks' History of the United States
Schmitz's History of Greece
Schmitz's History of Rome
Freeman's History of Europe .

Eliot's Six Arabian Nights
Lodge's Twelve Popular Tales .

An Account of the Most Celebrated Diamonds
Extracts from British and American Literature
American Prose......
Hawthorne's Tanglewood Tales
Dickens's Old Curiosity Shop
Dickens's Christmas Carol, with extracts from Pickwick
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield
Milton's Paradise Lost ....
Pope's Essay on Man and other Poems
Shaks})eare's Hamlet and Julius Caesar
Byron's Hebrew Melodies and Childe Harold
Tennyson's In Memoriam and other Poems
Longfellow's P^vangeline ....
Longfellow's Evangeline and other Poems
Whittier's Poems .....
Lowell's Poems......
Bryant's Poems......

25
25
25
25
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
00
35
00
50
50
50
00
50
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

8 00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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LIST OF APPLIANCES AND TANGIBLE APPARATUS

made at the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind.

Geography.

I.— Wall-Maps.

1. The Hemispheres

2. United States, Mexico, and Canada

3. North America

South America

Europe

Asia .

Africa

8. The World on Mercator's Projection

Each 135, or the set, ^280,

size 42 by 52 inches.

II. — Dissected Maps.

Eastern Hemisphere .

Western Hemisphere

North America

United States

South America

Europe

Asia .

Africa

ze 30 by 36 inches.

Each 123, or the set, $184.

These maps are considered, in point of workmanship, accuracy and

distinctness of outline, durability and beauty, far superior to all thus

far made in Europe or in this country.

"The New-England Journal of Education" says, "They are very

strong, present a fine, bright surface, and are an ornament to any

schoolroom."

III.— Pin-Maps.

Cushions for pin-maps and diagrams each, f 75

Arithmetic.

Ciphering-boards made of brass strips, nickel-plated .

Ciphering-types, nickel-plated, per hundred .

Writing.

Grooved writing-cards .

Braille tablets, with metallic bed .

Braille French tablets, with cloth bed

Braille new tablets, with cloth bed

Braille Daisy tablets

each, $4 25
u 1 00

each. $0 10
(( 1 50
(( 1 00
u 1 00
u 5 00




